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TUESDAY
NEWSIN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON — The
Senate Ethics Committee's special counsel relies heavily on
statements by associates of Sen.
Dave Durenberger to conclude,
in a still-confidential report, that
the Minnesota Republican
should be denounced for financial misconduct.

PADUCAH, Ky. — A state chemist is concerned that the Department of Energy's uraniumenrichment plant at Paducah isn't acting quickly
enough to learn more about uranium contamination he reported in early June.
"You don't let things become bad before you
do something," said John A. Volpe, chief chemist of the state's radiation laboratory.
The laboratory and plant officials recently
found uranium in a shallow part of the groundwater system on the plant site at a level well
about suggested health standards.
Volpe said Monday that the contamination
hasn't reached the regional drinking-water aquifer and so is not yet a public health threat.
After the tests found the unusually high level
of uranium and possibly another radioactive substance in ground water at the plant, state officials insisted that the department re-evaluate its
investigation of environmental contamination.
Officials at the plant, operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc., say their study is

already broad enough to incorporate the "the tip of the iceberg. I think probably the
findings.
Paducah plant will be like a lot of the other
"We're concerned also," said plant official (Energy Department) plants. ... They've been
Jim Massey, who is heading the investigation. hiding under the cloak of national security, and
"We're addressing it."
every site's" messed up "beyond belief."
Two years ago, the discovery that radioactive
Ronald Lamb, who has filed suit against the
technetium-99 and a common cleaning fluid plant for ill effects of contamination on his nearwere in the drinking-water wells of plant neigh- by property, said he wasn't particularly surprised
bors spurred the department to draft a long-term, at the findings either..
wide-ranging cleanup plan to be overseen by
was satisfied there was more there all
federal and state agencies.
along," he said. "It's just pretty well answered
That plan, which already has cost the departmy questions."
ment millions, is well under way, but officials
The plant will know more later this month
are still documenting the extent of the contamination — and more problems already have been about how significant the finding of uranium is.
found in creek water nearby and in other on-site Massey said. The plant also hopes to learn more
about radioactivity detected in three wells on the
wells.
The cleanup plan is designed to address those east side of the*plant.
Tests indicate the water doesn't contain
contingencies, and further testing on the latest
technetium-99
or any other radioactive subfindings already has begun, plant officials said.
"When you look," spokeswoman Debbie \Vani- stances the plant would expect, so the findings
are puzzling, Massey said.
er said, "you find."
Don Hughes, head of the state's Radiation
Control Branch, said the test results were just (Cont'd on page 2)

STATE
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says a highway
contract he opposed is being
reviewed because of the Italian
contractor's legal problems.
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Uranium contamination found near Paducah plant site
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Community volunteers
busy behind the scenes
what improvements are needed
should they be interested in working on a project.
The Community Improvement
"We citizens of Murray and CalVolunteers are rarely seen, but loway County are fortunate to live
their work is greatly appreciated by in an area where civic leaders
the entire community.
encourage progress and are keeping
Begun in 1975, the beautification a sharp eye on plans for the
group landscapes neglected areas in future," said Jo Benson, chairperthe community and encourages loc- son for the group.
al businesses and citizens to make
Benson said much progress has
their properties more attractive.
already been wade.
The group also works with local
"I drive through town and
civic groups, letting them know businesses everywhere are putting
out flower beds and painting and
cleaning up their properties," she
said. "I think the idea of making
the community look better is really
catching on.
"Mr. Denison of Denison-Hunt
said he noticed the landscaping
A wet telephone cable near 15th being done by businesses and
and Main streets was the cause of decided to have it done there."
approximately 1,500 phones in the Benson said. "They also put up a
southwest part of town being out of new sign and made the area look
service most of Monday evening, even better."
said Dwayne Tucker, regional manBenson said Ryan Milk Comager of South Central Bell in pany was influenced by the group
Paducah.
to improve the area surrounding the
"Those cables have air pressure building.
that keeps water out even if there
"They have painted the outside
are holes or breaks in the line," he of the buildings, put up fencing,
said. "We lost air pressure to that added rip-rap, enlarged their parkcable and water got in." ,
ing lot and had it blacktopped and
The 2,400-pair cable serves did some landscaping," she said.
2,400 business and residential tele- "They have just done a tremendous
phones in Murray, and about 1,500 job."

50-CENTS

Mayfield's Gentry
named to replace
Oaken as secretary
of state tourism
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ronald "E. Gentry, a Mayfield
broadcast executive, was
appointed secretary of the Kentucky Tourism Cabinet on
Monday.
Gentry, 49, succeeded Mary
Ray Oaken, who resigned last
week under pressure.
Gentry is president and owner of Purchase Sound Inc.,
which operates WYMC radio
and a cable-television outlet in
Mayfield.
In a statement, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson cited Gentry's background in business and broadcasting and said Gentry "brings
years of managerial experience" to the tourism post.

See-saw

By KRIS FAZI

SPORTS

Murray Ledgir & Times Staff Writer

NEW YORK — George
Steinbrenner sent the bulk of his
evidence to Fay Vincent's
lawyers, starting the timetable
for the commissioner's decision
in the four-month investigatioi.
of the owner of the New York'
Yankees. Vincent is probing the
relationship between Steinbrenner, former Yankees outfielder
Dave Winfield and Howard Spira, a 31-year-old New Yorker
who received $40,000 in checks
from Steinbrenner.
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FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear and
warm. Low around 70. Light
south wind.
Wednesday: Partly sunny, hot
and humid with a 30 percent
chance of afternoon thundershowers. High around 90.

Wet cable blamed
for interruption
In phone service

(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
' Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Five-year-olds Matthew Watkins, left, and Bryan Furches play on the see-saw during play time at Apple
Tree School on Stadium View Drive Tuesday.
Starr photo by Kris Fail

Street signs little bits of history
"Three generations of Dorans have
lived on that road."
John Bunyon Robertson was the
Murray has a little history, founder of Johnnie Robertson Road
nature, literature and legend all back in 1902.
within its city limits — all within
"He lived on that road approxithe confines of little, green street mately 57 years, but lived in the
Atea a lot longer," said Jo Elkins,
signs.
Many of the historical names on We, his granddaughter, who was
born on the road. "He was married
the signs are attributed to local figures. Doran Road was named after in 1899 and moved to his new
A. F. Doran, who was one of the home on the road in 1902."
Hamilton Avenue and Broach
first to live on the dirt road more
Avenue have close ties in history
than 58 years ago, said H. Glenn
as well as in location in Murray.
Doran, his son.
"My fatr graveled the road, Hamilton Avenue, just off 16th
and Gov.
Chandler was Street, was named for John D.
nice enough to b ild the street and Hamilton who owned farmland that
name it after
," Doran said. extended all the way to the corner
By TODD 0.

ROSS
Murray Lodger & Times Staff W diet

4.)

of 16th and Main streets.
"He subdivided the property
across from what is now Wells
Hall back in 1922 or 1923 before
Murray Normal School was there,"
said Mavis Moore, his daughter.
Robert Broach, who was the
founder of Broach Avenue, bought
9 acres of that land and subdivided
it, said his daughter, Elizabeth Jeffrey, 82.
"Daddy was the first business
manager at the college, but before
that he was superintendent of the
county school system," she said.
"He and Jim Glassco were responsible for raising the money to bring
(Cont'd on page 2)

Landowners hope to cash in on proposed prison
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Jo Benson, chairperson of the Community Improvement Volunteers,
and her granddaughter, Constance Carter, look at a lot between Murray Lumber and the Gulf station on Hwy. 94 E. which will be cleaned
up and surrounded by a white-picket fence. The CIV landscapes areas
in the community and encourages businesses and citizens to make
their properties more attractive.

HICKMAN, Ky. — Several Fulton County landowners have
entered a real-estate sweepstakes in
hopes of having their property
selected as the site for a proposed
medium-security prison.
Judge-Executive James Everett
said at least a dozen landowners
have offered their parcels. Some
property owners are just now submitting possible sites, which may
delay a fiscal court vote on whether

to build the prison.
"We're getting calls on this
every day," Everett said. "Some
are just asking questions but some
want us to look at their land. All 1
can do is refer them to our
consultant::.._
Tom Cox, a Louisville-based
business development consultant, is
paring the list of proposed sites to
three or four final candidates based
on criteria set by the fiscal court
last month. The criteria take into
consideration acreage, accessibility

and proximity to public utilities.
The ideal location would be in a
rural area that otherwise wouldn't
be considered for development,
Everett said.
"The location will have a great
deal to do with our decision," he
said. -There are a lot of complicated security issues involved here.
"Let's face it, this is a tough
issue to consider. Politically, we'd
all be better off if we never
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Street signs...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the college to Murray instead of
Mayfield."
Mrs. Jeffrey's mother's maiden
name was Farmer, the same family
who got Farmer Street named for
it.
Gilbert Graves Drive, which
encircles Roy Stewart Stadium,
was named after Graves who was
the first Murray State athlete to die
from injuries sustained in

Volunteers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Murray Lumber Company is
cleaning up the lot between the
company and a Gulf station on
Hwy. 94 E.
"We had encouragement from
the volunteers," said a spokesman
for the company. "And it was
something we needed to do, with it
being right on Main Street."
Plans are underway to clean up
the nibble in the lot and replace an
old wire fence with a white picket
fence.
Benson said recent group projects were delayed because of the
heavy rainfall in the spring and the
hot temperatures now.
Future projects include a "Fall
Roundup" in October to make the
community aware of a city-wide
landscaping and improvement
program for spring 1991.
"We will use the local media to
make the effort known," she said.
"We want to get everyone involved
in some way."

•

The group's current projects
include landscaping a triangle at
12th and Sycamore Streets; landscaping the courthouse lawn and
getting the utility poles painted
around the courthouse square; campaigning to the city for a park
square; assist in renovating the Girl
Scout cabin and improving the
entrance to Murray on Hwy. 94 E.
with welcome signs and trees.
The group's goals for 1990-91
include improving the parks by
landscaping a facility such as a
pavilion for concerts; having planters installed around the courthouse
square; getting walking paths in the
community; working with recycling
and garbage disposal problems and
a getting a public building for
promoting cultural interest, possibly on Hwy. 94 E.

Read the
want ads daily

TUESDAY,

competition.
Gil Hopson Drive, which runs
through the Murray-Calloway
County Park, was named after the
former county magistrate who died
on Feb. 5, 1985, according to Jo
Weaks, secretary in the Calloway
County Fiscal Court office.
Robert 0. Miller Drive, located
near the intersection of U.S. 641
and Old Benton Road, was named
for the former county judge executive and county attorney. Melvin
Henley Drive, also located near the
same intersection, was named for
the former Murray mayor who is
now chairman of the chemistry
department at Murray State
University
C. C. Lowry Road, north on Old
Benton Road, was named after the
former city councilman who served
about 10 years on the council
beginning in 1976.
Andrus Drive, just south of
Lowry Road, was named for Stanford Andrus who was city court
clerk from 1958 to 1976, when he
retired.
L. P. Miller Street, formerly Second Street, was named after the
former principal of Douglas High
School and former assistant principal at Murray High School. The
upper levels at Douglas High
School were closed in 1956
because of the federal desegregation laws.
Nash Drive, located off South
Ninth Street, was named for W. G.
Nash who was a college dean at
Murray State and on the Murray
Housing Board since its inception
in 1958.
Riley Court, located just off
Nash Drive, is named for E. W.
Riley who was also a member of
Murray Housing Board.
Ellis Drive, also located off
Nash Drive, is named for former
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis who
died in 1988. His first term in the
mayor's office began in 1958.
Lafolleue Drive, located just off
Ellis Drive, is named for Irma La
Follette, who served on the Murray
Housing Board and served on the
Murray State Board of Regents.
Roberson Drive and Mildred
Drive, located off South 16th
Street, were named after Harley
Roberson and his wife, Mildred,
who started Roberson's Hi-Burger
on Fourth Street. Their son, Dana,
now runs the restaurant.
Local figures make up a majority
of the street names, but Mother
nature played a big part in the naming of many Murray streets, as
well.
Some of the first streets, down
by the courthouse were named after
trees — Maple Street and Walnut
Street. The tradition stuck around
because 14 more streets in Murray
were named after trees: Cherry,
Pine, Ash, Spruce, Olive, Chestnut,
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Poplar (formerly Price Street), Elm,
Mulberry, Sycamore, Mimosa,
Dogwood, Oak and Hickory.
The Martin Heights subdivision,
west of Canterbury Estates, took
flight with street names such as
Mockingbird, Whipporwill, and
Bluebird Road.
The Oak Hill subdivision, south
of Gatesborough, took root with
such flowery street names as Gardenia Drive, Azalea Drive, Larkspur Drive and Hemlock Drive.
Some of Murray's more interesting, and unusual, street names
come from literature and legend
transported across thousands of
miles and several centuries.
Canterbury Estates derives its
street names from England and
Geoffrey Chaucer, the 14th-century
author who penned "The Canterbury Tales."
Canterbury Drive is named for
the religious center of England,
which attracted many pilgrims.
Oxford Drive is named for the
illustrious college in England.
Chaucer Drive is named for the
author, who wrote a series of tales
about a pilgrimage to Canterbury.
London Drive is named not only
for the capitol of England, but also
for the birthplace of Chaucer.
Tabard Drive is named after an
inn in Southwark, a suburb of London, where pilgrims stayed before
and after their journey. Beckett
Drive is named after Thomas Beckett, archbishop of Canterbury in
1162, who was murdered by King
Henry Ifs knights. He was made a
saint in 1163 and a shrine was built
at Canterbury, where pilgrims paid
him homage.
Legends of King Arthur and
Robin Hood took up residency in
Sherwood Forest, a subdivision
located just off Wiswell Road.
Naturally, there is King Arthur
Court, Guenevere Drive (named for
Arthur's queen), Camelot Drive,
Merlin Drive, Round Table Court
and Lancelot Drive. Other streets
are Knights Way, Queensway
Drive and Kingwood Drive.
Out of Robin Hood lore, there is
Nottingham Drive, after the evil
sheriff; Sherwood Drive; Robinhood Drive; King Richard Drive,
after the lion-hearted king who
returned to England to overthrow
the evil Prince John; Scarlett Drive,
after Will Scarlett, one of Robin's
merry men; and Alan-a-Dale Drive,
after one of Robin's friends whose
lover is rescued from a knight by
Robin.
Editor's note: If anyone knows
the origin of a street name (either
named after a person or for some
other reason), please contact
Todd Ross, at the Murray Ledger
& Times. This is an interesting
part of Murray's history and is
worthy of notice.

Highway contract
governor opposed
reviewed because
of legal problems
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson says a highway
contract he opposed is being
reviewed because of the Italian
contractor's legal problems.
But Wilkinson said Monday he
expected the $46.4 million contract, largest of its kind in Kentucky history, to hold up.
At issue is Salvatore Ligresti,
who is fighting a 22-month prison
sentence in his country on three
convictions for building without
proper permits.
Ligresti's INCISA U.S.A. Inc.
successfully bid for the contract to
rebuild the treacherous "Death
Hill" approach to Cincinnati on
Interstate 75 in Kenton County.
Wilkinson said he only recently
learned of Ligresti's court record
and that Transportation Cabinet
attorneys were taking a second
look at the contract.
"1 didn't want (the contract) to
go to that company. I tried to prevent it from going to that company," Wilkinson said, adding that
he would "prefer Kentucky contractors get the work."
Wilkinson said he asked his staff
Monday morning if Ligresti's problems "would give us some basis to
cancel that contract. They're looking into that."
"But that is not to mean that you
ought to go out tonight and try to
say that the governor's trying to
find a way to cancel the contract.
Don't make that statement because
that is not true," Wilkinson said.
"But if I had information — if I
had advice, legal advice — that
that information would in fact
allow some basis to cancel that
contract, or ... if that information
had been known, the contract could
not have been granted, then, yes,
that would be cause for some
action," Wilkinson said.
His concern was whether Ligresti's problems would affect INCISA's performance, Wilkinson said.
But, "whatever happens to
Ligresti apparently has no bearing
on this company, INCISA, because
it's a corporation," Wilkinson said.
"I suppose, legally speaking,
that they're going to tell me that
whatever Ligresti is or does has no
bearing on INCISA's contract. I
expect that's what I'm going to
hear. And I think probably, legally
speaking, that's true."

Contamination...

Dr. Marty L. Cathey D.D.S.
and Staff
are pleased to announce the addition of

Dr. J. Jackson Swain, Jr. D.D.S.
to their

Dental Practice
Office Address: 323 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN 38242

For Appointment Call (901)642-2244
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — St.
Mary School, a Catholic school in
Paducat,, has surpassed its goal of
raisins $2.5 million for a new
elementary school -and other
improvements by $27,000.
"A lot of people worked very
hard on this campaign," said Louis
Haas, general campaign chairman.
"It was a lot of money to raise in a
relatively short period of time.
When you start out to raise $2.5
million, it takes a while to get
there."
An anonymous gift or $72,000
Saturday put the campaign over the
top.
A new elementary school will be
built adjacent to St. Mary High
School, and part of the high school
will be remodeled to include a new
middle school.
The new school, expected to cost
$1.8 million, will also include a
learning center for senior citizens,
adults and youth.
Construction is expected to be
completed in time for the 1991-92
school year.

Western's Meredith
named to board
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Western Kentucky University
President Thomas C. Meredith has
been named to the Southern Regional Education Board, an interstate compact for the advancement
of education among Southern
states.
Meredith was named to the
board by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Kentucky's other board representatives are former Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, state Sen. Ed Ford of
Cynthiana and Charles T. Wethington Jr., interim president of the
University of Kentucky.
The board studies educational
concerns of the member states and
initiates discussions between them
on educational matters.
Other states in the compact are
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia and West Virginia.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
brought it up, but we're a poor
county that's losing population
because we don't have enough
good jobs. That's why we'll use
most of the profits for economic
development, because we have to
do something to generate more
growth."
Everett is hoping that a sophisticated security system and a
cooperative response to emergencies will defuse concerns about
building the prison.
The fiscal court has been working out agreements with state
police and the Kentucky National
Guard in which both agencies
would assist in an emergency at the
proposed 336-bed prison.
Everett said a cooperative security plan would ensure adequate
police protection to track down
escaped inmates or to quell trouble
at the prison — the main concern
of many prison opponents.
Everett said he hopes the security steps will persuade the county
governing board to support building the prison, which would house
state prisoners on a contract basis.
The vote could come as early as
July 24.
Diversified Municipal Services
of Lebanon, Ind., has proposed
building the prison that would be
operated by the county at a projected profit of $1. million per year,
a huge windfall for a county with a
$950,000 budget.

"This was one area we felt we
needed to check into before we
make our decision," Everett said.
"If we approve it, we'll already
know we have some plans of
action. We have to guarantee the
facility will be safe."
Under the potential agreements
with state police and the National
Guard, the judge-executive could
declare an emergency if an escape
occurred.
Such a declaration would authorize the governor or the National
Guard's state adjutant general to
provide manpower and equipment
to maintain order at the prison and
assist in a search.
To prevent break outs, Everett
said, the prison would use a stateof-the-an microwave security system that would include use of laser
beams and video cameras.
"The laser beam (encircles) the
perimeter of the prison," he said.
"If someone crosses the beam, the
cameras focus on the spot where
the beam was broken. And we'll
also have two armed guards circling the facility at all times."

KSP investigating
burglary at New
Concord residence
Kentucky State Police are investigating a burglary Monday at a
New Concord residence, according
to a report.
An unreported amount of jewelry
and several guns were reported
taken from the home of Kenny
Kingins located approximately 1.5
miles south of New Concord on
Kentucky 121, police said.
The burglary occurred sometime
between 8:40 a.m. and 2:45 p.m.,
police said.
Anyone with information about
the crime may call the KSP at
1-800-222-5555.
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Crittenden man found
disoriented, unharmed

De
rd

MARION, Ky. (AP) — A
78-year-old man with Alzheimer's
disease who was reported missing
Saturday was found disoriented but
unharmed Monday about a quartermile from his Crittenden County
home, authorities said.
Champ Franks, who was found
at 11:19 a.m. CDT, was taken to
the Crittenden County Hospital for
observation. He was listed in stable
condition, a hospital spokesman
said.
Several agencies had participated
in a ground and air search in the
heavily wooded area for Franks,
who had been missing since 11
p.m. Saturday.
Participating in the search were
members of the Criuenden County
Sheriff's Department, the Crittenden and Livingston Disaster and
Emergency Services and firefighters from Marion and Salem. The
Kentucky State Police brought a
bloodhound to assist in the search.
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Fight Friday leads
to arrest Monday
of Murray man
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A Murray man has been arrested
and charged with second degree
assault following an altercation
with another man Friday night,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Danny G. Ferguson, 26, of #22
Northwinds Trailer Park, Murray,
was arrested Monday and lodged in
the Calloway County Jail after a
warrant was issued for his arrest,
police said.
The warrant stems from a
reported fight Friday between Ferguson and Stephen J. Sanchez, 34,
of Box 19 G Grogan's Trailer Park,
Murray, police said.
Bond for Ferguson was set at
$5,000 cash.

Interruption...

Savings at 10%-50%

Velvet
Swivel Rocker

(Cont'd from page 1)
Volpe has ruled out some possibilities but speculates the substance
could be iodine-129, which is not
considered highly toxic in small
doses but has a long half-life.
In a June 4 memo to Hughes,
Volpe said that, since the plant's
cleanup program had been geared
toward technetium-99 and other
organic chemicals found in the
area, refocusing "may be necessary
to prevent the movement of uranium into the lower aquifer."
Later that month, he visited the
plant and urged more testing, and
he has been concerned because he
had not gotten a response, he said
Monday. Massey said more testing
was planned the same day and
results are expected later this
month. The department is in the
process of formally responding to
Volpe's concerns and suggestions,
officials said.
The amount of uranium found is
about 7 pans per million; uranium
has been found in on-site wells on
occasion, but at levels between .01
and .1 parts per million, Massey
said.

Landowners..:

PURDOM FURNITURE

202 S. 5th St. - Court Square, Murray

OPEN EVERY DAY
Visa, MC,
Discover

753-4872

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza

(Cont'd from page 1)
pair got wet.
"Fortunately we were able to
confine the problem to a manhole
situation," Tucker said. "Sometimes when moisture runs up in the
duct, it is a very difficult process to
repair the cable."
The cable apparently got wet
somewhere around 4 or 4:30 p.m.
and was repaired in three hours.
"Everything should be back to normal today," Tucker said.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
A headline in Monday's issue
which read "Lottery proceeds
exceed 10 million" should have
been "Lottery proceeds exceed 109
Anon."
The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets this error and is happy to
set the record straight
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By JERRY NACHT1GAL
Associated Press Writsr

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. — Marie
Steinwachs admits she, of all people, should have known better.
Steinwachs, assistant director of
the Household Hazardous Waste
Project at Southwest Missouri State
University, was washing dishes
recently when she decided to add a
dash of bleach to the water. A flu
had struck her household and she
wanted a little extra germ-killing
punch.
But soon after adding ttie bleach,
Steinwachs felt her throat tighten
and her eyes water.
"I grabbed the bottle of dishwashing liquid and sure enough,
the label said 'Do not mix with
chlorine bleach,' " she said.
American homes are filled with
products that can cause serious
injury or death if used or disposed
of improperly.
With an estimated 27,000 household products containing hazardous
materials available in stores, even
experts like Steinwachs make mis-

takes that put health and the environment at risk.
Informing adults and children
about the dangers of everyday products, from aerosol sprays to wood
preservatives, and suggesting safer
alternatives is the mission of the
Household Hazardous Waste
Project.
Founded in 1987, the statefunded program is gaining attention
for its education efforts in an era of
increased health and environmental
awareness. It recently received one
of 21 "Renew America" awards
from the National Environmental
Awards Council, a coalition of
environmental advocacy groups.
President Bush honored project
founder and director Sondra Goodman and other winners at the White
House.
Perhaps the Waste Project's biggest claim to fame is a 178-page
booklet — printed on recycled paper, of course.
The booklet spells out which
products can endanger health and
pollute the environment, recommends safer alternatives, and

advises how to safely use, store
and dispose of hazardous products.
About 7,000 copies of the
"Guide to Hazardous Products
Around the Home" have been distributed in the United States, Canada, Europe and Japan, Goodman
said.
Goodman, an agronomist by
training, said the Waste Project
grew out of a curiosity about the
possible dangers posed by
cleansers and chemicals she used in
her home.
"I began to research the issue
and I was really surprised by some
of the health aspects of these
everyday products," she said. "I
thought, 'This can't be right.' "
For example, Goodman said she
had no idea the mothballs she
placed in her closet were classified
as a pesticide and could spread poisonous vapors.
Nor did she know that tossing- a
worn-out "button" watch battery
into the trash could put humans and
wildlife at risk. Such batteries can
leak or explode, injuring trash
haulers, and the lead, mercury and

other metals they contain can seep
into the soil in landfills and pollute
ground water.
"Once I became aware of the
dangers many household products
pose, I changed my buying and
usage habits to make my home
more safe," she said.
She also helped start the Waste
Project, with input from a variety
of community health groups and a
grant from an agency of the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources.
Goodman and her five-member
staff operate on a $115,000 annual
budget. They lend their expertise to
cities, civic groups and businesses
around the state. Project members
also help set up or direct consumers to recycling outlets for waste
oil, transmission fluid, automotive
batteries, paint and button batteries.
Editors note: The "Guide to
Hazardous Products Around the
Home" sells for $9.95 postpaid
from the Household Hazardous
Waste Project, 901 S. National,
Box 108, Springfield, Mo., 65304.

Galoshes prevent making paint tracks
\K„L
;

gravel are exposed. What's the best

deep, it may be best to fill it in two
stages — first with a thin coat and
way to repair the depression?
A. — The condition you describe :then with a finish coat — to preis called "honeycombing" and can vent the patching material from
be patched with vinyl polymer sagging.
patching compound. If the cavity is

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nsvestsaturas

THIS VICTORIAN-FARMHOUSE FEATURES a wrap-around
porch with an integral gazebo. Inside, a central foyer leads
directly into the living and dining rooms. Plan HA1581Y has 934
square feet on the first floor and 934 on the second. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
— to York & Schenke, 585 Stewart Ave. Garden City, NY 11530.

Design America heralds
return of'30s furniture

Q.— During my last paint job, I
covered the floor of the room I was
painting thoroughly but when I finished I found I had tracked latex
paint throughout the rest of the
house. How can I remove the stains
on the carpet and varnished wood
floors?
A. — To avoid tracking paint
into unprotected areas, many pros
wear galoshes that they step out of
when leaving the work area. Getting dried paint out of ,carpeting is
difficuli You might try scraping
the carpet fibers with a razor. If
you have a high-pile carpet, you
might be able to get away with
carefully cutting out some of the
stained fiber.
Do not use solvent on the varnished wood floor. Try washing the
paint spots gently with a steel
wood soap pad. If that doesn't
work, try scraping off the paint
with a razor blade.
• • •
Q. — We'd like to change the
color of our kitchen appliances. Is
there some paint we can use in
order to avoid buying a new stove,
refrigerator and dishwasher?
A. — You cannot change the
color of your range easily. To withstand high heat levels, ranges are
hot-dipped into porcelain. The finish is so hard that no other coating
will adhere well when exposed to
heat. You would have to remove

If there had been a way to transport a skyscraper to Paris, Americans
would have been able to shine at the 1925 Paris design exposition, where
it is said art deco was born.
But American designers of the era were concentrating on architecture,
so there was nothing to show, says John Young. The embarrassment led
to public soul searching in the United States as deep as the one that followed the Russian launch of sputnik in 1957.
"Commissions were established to find out why we were lagging
behind Europe in the field of design," says Young of Coral Gables, Fla.
The questioning produced a brief period in the 1930s when streamlined
modern furniture was king.
A life-long devotee to furniture, Young now has a mission to revive the
'30s designs and to extoll their creators. With the backing of Knoll Industries, he set up Design America in Coral Gables and introduced 23 sleek
models, mostly leather seating, at-the NEOCON trade show in Chicago in
June. The pieces will be sold at retail as well as to the trade.
Although high-style leather seating is thought of as a big-city look, the
Midwest was where streamlined modern furniture was most popular in the
1930s, says Young.
In addition to setting up Design America, Young, 61, is president of
Spinneybeck Enterprises. Spinneybeck, which markets leather to the furniture industry, was recently acquired by Knoll.
Young recalls the family livingroom furniture of his youth in Piedmont, Mo., population 800. He
says it was made by an American
company and designed by Wolfgang Hoffman, a son of Josef Hoffmann, the Vienna Secessionist
architect.
"So far, I've uncovered about 17
names of individuals I think were
very important in making this era
the greatest in American furniture
design," he says.
Some names, such as Raymond
Loewy, Henry Dreyfuss, Walter
Dorwin Teague, Norman Bel Geddes, Gilbert Rohde and Russel
Wright are as well-known today as
42" Ceiling
they were in their own time.
Fan
Others., however, such as Kern
5-Blade
Weber, are obscure.
15 Yr. Warranty
Among reproductions Design
America has introduced are seating
by Paul Frankl and a steel and lacquer table by Alphonse Bach. He
expects to introduce more Frankl
pieces and furniture by Weber and
Rohde.
"These guys were heroes to me,"
he recalls , "and I began to buy
their pieces when I saw them in
antique stores."
Besides the furniture, he opened
his home to such icons as an
amusement-park bumper car, the
red Mobil horse pulsating in neon
and a toaster that browns bread on
a conveyor belt.
"I saw them I couldn't resist
them," says Young, who in similar
helpless enthusiasm collects design
books and catalogs from the
period.
As a rule, he says, working
drawings for streamlined furniture
are not to be found. Since the field
was competitive, manufacturers
closely guarded their designs and
SUPPLY COMPANY
their designers. So it is often
Inc.
impossible to put a name on a
208 E. Main 753-3361 206 E. Main
piece.

the porcelain finish and refinish
with a silicone-base paint, the only
type of paint that can withstand the
heat.
While dishwashers, washing
machines and clothes dryers are
also porcelainized to resist rust,
refrigerators and freezers are usually finished with enamel. Enamel
finishes should be rubbed with No.
1 steel wool to produce a suitable
bonding texture and sprayed with a
paint formulated for metal. Auto
finishes can be used to recreate the
luster of the original finish.
• • •
Q. — There's a large depression
in my basement wall and chunks of

EER AIHIi
Beall
A large variety of colors and
styles to choose from.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
9th

Open Mon.-Fri.
8-4:30

753-5719

1990 Trans Sport
Was $18,610

Now $15,781
1990 Bonnevil
Was $18,640

N.$15,208
1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Was $29,611

Now $23,785
To Qualified Buyers

MURRAY

1990 Olds Ninety Eight Bro.
Was $23,430

Now $19,999

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

Oldsmobile- Pontiac - Cadillac - Buick - Century Boats
753-8194

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315
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When city and coun

Report
to Kentucky

When I was growing up, I usually spent part of my summer in
Brooklyn, New York, with my
"city" cousins. There would be letters back and forth, a few phone
calls, and finally the arrangements
were made. My mother delivered
By Constance
us to 595 4th Street personally,
Alexander
escorting me and my sister, Jeanne,
complicated
trek
that
included
on a
a gritty combination of train, sub- way to my aunt Regina's
house,
way, and good old-fashioned Mother
gave us our final
walking.
instructions.
No matter how much we pro"You are absolutely forbidden to
tested, my sister and I were outfit- go in the park without your Uncle
ted for the trip in my mother's ver- Bernard," she started. The rest
sion of proper travel attire. That came like a litany. No playing in
meant Church clothes — scratchy, the street, no boys, no ice cream
starched dresses; be-ribboned straw from street vendors.
hats, and gloves as white as a pure
On the "must do" side were
soul on judgement day. The three
making
our beds every day and
of us must have cut quite a picture
in the subway, tiptoing around helping with the dishes and saying
winos in our shiny patent leathers; "Please" and "Thank you."
avoiding eye contact with bowery
"Yes, Mother. Of course, we'll
bums as my mother, a guardian help aunt Regina," we chorused.
angel in sling-back shoes, whisked But my mother probably had barely
us through the grimy landscape.
paid her token for her return sub—Don't look at anyone," she'd way trip when at least one of the
warn us before we even left the rules was broken.
house. "And don't talk to anyone
My Aunt Regina was, in my
or touch anything. And whatever
eyes,
a saint. Not only did she
you do," she'd glare at me, "don't
trudge
to 6:30 Mass every morning,
dawdle."
seldom required her childbut
she
Of course, one could hardly- be a
ren,
my
cousins, to do housework.
laggard in these treks. With my
don't
you go outside and
"Why
mother setting an awesome pace,
yourself,"
she insisted after
enjoy
we were required to hold hands the
"I'll
take care of the
every
-meal.
whole time, like a string of those
dishes."
paper cut-out dolls. There was no
time for gaping at the subterranean
Aunt Regina o allowed us to
landscape if you wanted to keep up play in the streets, like all the other
with her and not — heaven forbid kids' parents did. A lifetime city
— get lost.
resident, she understood that RingOn the short walk from the sub- aleevio and stick ball couldn't be

MAIN
STREET

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. Senate, Washington. D(. 20510

MEETING OUR HOUSING NEEDS
WITHOUT FRAUD AND WASTE
Communities across Kentucky and the nation are struggling to
overcome one of our most serious human problems -- the lack of
adequate and affordable housing for millions of Americans, including
a growing number of children.
I strongly believe that sir federal government has an obligation
to become an effective partner i'n these desperately needed efforts.
But I also believe that our government must take care to-become
an honest partner by protecting its housing programs from the fraud
and waste we have seen ,in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and the federally insured savings-and- loan
industry in many parts of our Ration.
I am pleased to report that the Senate recently passed the National
Affordable Housing Act in a long overdue move-to create this honest
and effective partnership. I hope that this legislation will be approved
by the Congress and signed by the President without delay. And I hope
that it soon w ill begin to end a . plague of hornekessness that already
has touched the lives of well over 40,000 individuals in\Kentucky alone.
The National Affordable Housing Act can reveNe a decade of
neglect -- a decade in tt hich federal housing programs were tfit by more
than half when they should hate been strengthened to meet a devcloping
•crisis in housing for low and middle-income Americans.
Our Senate bill renews far-sighted investments in alleviating human
suffering, stabilizing trouble-plagued families and reducing the immense
cost of social problems related to inadequate housing. homelessness
and despair.
It creates Housing Opilortunitv Partnerships with state atiai local
governments and the private sector to increase federal investments in
affordable housing. States and localities would share in these Inv eqnients in new and rehabilitated housing. with the emphasis on rehabilitation. They would establish highly flexible, five-year plans to meet their
own housing needs in rural as well as urban areas.
Our bill consolidates a Mishmash of nine existing programs into
a single partnership and creates a unified HUD operation to ensure strict
program accountability and funding control.
It imposes a 2 percent capi4.11 requirement on the FNleral Housing
Administration mortgage insurance fund and includes other provisions
to strengthen that fund. This should help to ensure that we never face
an FHA bailout even remotely similar to the intolerably expensiv e
savings-and-loan bailout in progress today.
Our goal is to start making sound investments in truly productive
housing initiatives to replace the incredibly wasteful and often corrupt
programs-of recent, years.
The National Affordable Housing Act meets the needs of lowerincome families ihmany ways. It includes improved rental assistance,
an expandecnole for the Farmers Home Administration and a HOPE
program deigned to help struggling families buy public housing units
and other property controlled by HUD.
We must begin to overcome homelessness and reclaim the cherished
American dream of home ownership. I see this 4egislation as a sers
reasonable downpayment on that dream.

Today In History
Today is Tuesday, July 17, the 198th day of 1990. There are 167 days
left in the year.
History:
Highlight
in
Today's
On July 17, 1938, aviator Douglas Corrigan took off from New York
with the stated intention of going to California, but ended up the next day
in Ireland, earning himself the nickname "Wrong Way Corrigan."
On this date:
In 1821, Spain ceded Florida to the United States.
In 1841, the British humor magazine Punch was first published.
In 1898, during the Spanish-Americat War, the Spaniards surrendered
to the Americans at Santiago, Cuba.
In 1917, the British royal family adopted the name Windsor.
In 1935, the entertainment industry publication Variety ran its classic
headline, "Sticks Nix Hick Pix." (Loosely translated: "Rural audiences
react negatively to movies with rural themes.")
In 1955, Disneyland had its opening day irt, Anaheim, Calif.
In 1975, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Solyuz spacecraft in orbit
in the first superpower link-up of its kind.
In 1979, Nicaraguan President Anastasio Somoza resigned and fled into
exile in Miami.
In 1981, a pair of walkways above the lobby of Kansas City's Hyatt
Regency Hotel collapsed, killing 114 people and injuring 200 others.
In 1987, 10 teen-agers were killed when raging floodwaters from the
Guadalupe River near Comfort, Texas, swept away a church bus and van
holding 43 people.
Ten years ago: Ronald Reagan formally accepted the Republican nomination for president at the party's convention in Detroit, calling in his
speech for "a new beginning."
Five years ago: President Reagan, recovering from cancer surgery at
Bethesda Naval Hospital, received Vice President Bush, who described
the president's progress as "dramatic."
One year ago: The controversial B-2 stealth bomber was given its first
flight test at Edwards Air Force Base in California, two days after a technical problem forced a postponement
Today's Birthdays: TV personality Art Linkletter is 78. Comedian
Phyllis Diller is 73. Actor Donald Sutherland is 56. Comedy writer Pat
McCormick is 56. Actress-singer Diahann Carroll is 55. Actress Lucie
Arnaz is 39. Actor David Hasselhoff is 38. Singer Phoebe Snow is 38.
Singer Nicolette Larson is 38.
Thought for Today: "Every soul is a melody which needs renewing."
Stephane Mallarme, French essayist and poet (1842-1898).
— By Tise Associaied Press
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cousins meet

played anywhere else. More than
that, she knew it wasn't really
dangerous because the street teams
parted like the Red Sea whenever a
car came down 4th Street
I loved the rows of identical
brownstone houses, lined up like
disapproving Victorian schoolmarms. The steep front stoops that's the city term for front porch
- were as stiff as a starched waistcoat The only ornamentation,
beside a small splash of green grass
on either side of the steps, was the
tiny fence that defined the boundaries between houses. Each one was
elaborately curlecued wrought iron
that was as exotic as a jet black,
lace trimmed petticoat.
The houses were a full four storeys and dark as catacombs. As I
recall, there were at least four bedrooms, enough room for most families. Of course. if more space were
needed, there was no extra lot to
accommodate an addition. A family
would have to move to the "country" if they wanted a much larger
house. Or, the way one family on
my cousins' block did, they would
buy the brownstone next door and
open the wall between the two. To
me, that was a daring solution.
Notting like that ever seemed to
happen in New Jersey.
Another difference between
Brooklyn and my home was that
every night at least one ice cream
truck cruised the neighborhood.
And every night my aunt let us buy
ice cream, something else forbidden by my mother.
The highlight of every, summervisit to Brooklyn was the trip to
Coney Island, where Steeplechase

— The Funny Place — was still
opened. Steeplechase was a worldclass amusement park. There were
enough rides to keep us children
forever, if we'd had enough dimes
and quarters to go on all of them.
There was the thunderous Cyclone,
reportedly the largest roller coaster
in the world. There were hotdogs at
Nathan's, orange drink at Nedicks.
Cotton candy. It was a child's
dream and a gold mine for dentists.
By the end of a week or so, it
was time to go back home. After a
lot of begging and pleading and
promising, we persuaded my aunt
and uncle to give their children
permission to come back to New
Jersey and spend some time with
us.
Then everything seemed to happen in reverse. My cousins were
warned against swimming in deep
water, or getting stung by bees. My
uncle would pile us all into the car
and we'd make our way back to
New Jersey, via the Staten Island
Ferry. Unlike my mother, who
could negotiate both city and suburban modes of transportation, my
uncle, her brother, never did seem
to master the route between Brooklyn and Metuchen. He always got
lost, and it seemed to take hours
for the simple trip.
I haven't seen my city cousins in
a few years now, and they are no
longer urban relatives. Two of
them migrated to New Jersey once
they got married, and a third lives
in suburban Philadelphia. When we
get together now we laugh about
those, times we spent together,
about how summer seemed to last
forever yet never be long enough.
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Letters to the Editor

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
J.D. Wall of Calloway County
was reelected as a director of West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation at a meeting on
July 12 at Mayfield.
Murray Junior Babe Ruth AllStars beat Todd County 17-2, lost
to Warren County 27-23, and beat
Bowling Green 6-1 in games played at Princeton. David McMillen,
Mickey McCuiston and David Denham were Murray pitchers.
Murray Little League All Stars
beat Mayfield 6-1 at Fulton on July
14. Mark West was Murray pitcher.
The Stubblefield Jersey Dairy
Farm captured 10 first places in
Jersey Cattle Show at MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair.
Charles Henry Cobb Jr. was
named as .head band director for
Murray City School System.
Twenty years ago
Cadet Michael B. Jeffress is now
taking six weeks practical application military leadership training at
Army Reserve Officer Training
Corps Advance Summer Camp at
Indiantown Gap, Pa.
Pat Jacks of First Baptist Church
and Sue Ann Story of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church are among
nine Kentucky Baptist young people serving on summer staff at
Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly,
North Carolina.
Murray High School Class of
1945 had its 25-year reunion on
July 4 at Colonial House Smorgasbord. Eddie Shroat was master of
ceremonies.
Roy Beasley Jr. is the new
minister of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Thirty years ago
A delegation of eight people
called on Murray City Council in
relation to location of a site for
school for mentally retarded in Calloway County. John L. Williams,
president of Murray Civitan Club,
was spokesman for the group.
James Dye of Soil Conservation
Service talked about East Fork and
West Fork Clarks River Watershed
District at meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Freida Davis and Dwane Jones
were married June 24 at Memorial
Baptist Church.
Judy Adams, president o- Murray Unit of National Hairdressers,
will attend Kentucky convention of
NHCA in Louisville in August.
Forty years ago
Charles Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E.A. Lassiter and husband of
former Robbie Richerson, has been
awarded an assistantship at Michigan State College, Lansing, to
study for doctor's degree in agriculture, specializing in dairying.
He will receive his Master's degree
at University of Kentucky, Lexington, in August.
Guy Billington, Ralph Woods
Ray Brownfield, Van Barnett and.
Vern Kyle are new officers of Murray Rotary Club.
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, Mrs.
James Rupert Lassiter, Mrs. John
Shroat, members of Calloway
County Homemakers, and Rachel
Rowland, home demonstation
agent, attended a meeting of Purchase Homemakers Committees at
Mayfield on July 11.
Miss Neva Fitts and Jack Mayfield were married July 9 at Corith,
Miss.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
4-8-3.
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Tobacco industry suffers
while alcohol is ignored
Dear Editor;
Almost every day the populace is
rethinded in several ways that tobacco
is a menace to society. We continually
hear, read or see the tobacco farmer
and manufacturer as evils for mankind to combat. It seems that tobacco
sThq(ing destroys more humans than
wars, diseases or pestilence. Now,the
Tobacco Regulation Act of our U.S.D.A., passed in 1990, is threating the
tobacco farmer with the possible
elimination of federal price supports
and quotas for tobacco. The antismoking sentiment is having its effect.
This is a prime example of the
power of a one political lobby against
another. Why don't we have an antiliquor effort as effective as the antismoking effort? The Kentucky legislature and the national congress are
very slow and reluctant to establish
laws that really control the drunk
driver, the alcoholic abuser of wife
and children or the harm of people on
the streets. How many auto accidents
and 'pedestrian injuries are caused by
smoking drivers? Was Kentucky's
famous slaughter case of 27 people in
a school bus caused by a smoker or an
alcoholic drunk driver? Did anyone
check Mahoney for his nicotine
content?
Of course tobacco smoking dam-

e.."

7

We get all bent out of shape about
tobacco smoke and the scourge of
alcohol becomes more publicly and
socially acceptable. Why? Try and
combat the powerful liquor lobby in
Kentucky and Washington and you'll
learn why.
, I'm just sorry so many hard-working tobacco farmers have to be the
ones to suffer while the liquor producers and retailers get filthy-rich.
Respectfully,
Wayne M. Williams.
307 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Reader thanks Freedom
Fest 1990 participants
Dear Editor,
This is a rich area in which we
live! - rich in good people, that is.
I'd like to acknowledge all the
people who spent their 4th of July
volunteering at the Freedom Fest on
the court square and all those people
who contributed to the United Way
Cake Walk sponsored by the Singles Organizational Society.
We appreciate the community
support we received from Piggly
Wiggly, Krogers Food Store, Jim
Adams IGA, West Kentucky Burial, Miller Funeral Home, Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home and Peoples Bank. We appreciate all your
help!

904
)

Shell

ages the human body. It is addictive so is alcohol. We clamor for "No
Smoking" areas in establishments,
especially sestaraunts. However, it is
usually some alcohol drinker who
comes in with a loud and foul mouth
to demonstrate his social graces. Not
long ago my wife and I were on a
commercial aircraft, in the NO Smoking" area, and a "social drinker" next
to her spilled his mixed drink in her
lap. How did alcohol and drugs'
become such -a social and acceptable
habit in public area in comparison to
smoking tobacco? Anyone vaguely
familiar with Biblical teachings
knows that the God of heaven and
earth warns against strong drinks as
well as other things that harm the body
created by God.

The Cake Walk wouldn't have
been a success without our hard
workers. Volunteers from the Singles Organizational Society were:

Joe McKinney, Janice Turner,
Betty Kay Mathis, Joyce Haley,
Daphene Mowery, Paul Taylor,
Jeanne Fleming, Barbara Robosse,
Jane Garland, Joyce Duncan, Joette
Black, Mark Soloman and Linda
Johnson.
The Freedom Fest this year was
great, truly inspiring. Although the
weather was dreadfully hot, everyone seemed to be having a fun time,
especially the booth workers on the
court square.
Last, but never least, we a IIKC to
thank Buell Stalls for coordinating
the court square activities - on a job
well done!
Cordially,
Pamela Dawes
President, Singles Organiutional Society
1101 Main Street
' Murray, Ky. 42071
4
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TUESDAY,

MURRAY-T
Tuesday, July 17
spouses will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
Quilt Lovers of Murray will
meet at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Paris Center of SL Leo's Catholic Church.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Teen College will be at 7 p.m. at
Locust Grove Baptist Church.

Golden Circle Class of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p.m. at home of Mrs. Charles
Chaney.

Teen Bible College of First Baptist Church will meet at 6 p.m. with
Sally Pace.
1'
Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.

V

11

PFNA Fellowship with the Rev.
Bob Strong as speaker will be at 7
p.m. at Bethel Chapel Church,
Highway 94 East.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room.

Wednesday, July 18
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Murray Optimist Club is scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

,r

Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 8 ,a.m.,1,..jv1iller
Memorial Golf Course.

Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet at
7 p.m. at home of Rita Cummings.

TI

Teen College will be at 7 p.m. at
Locust Grove Baptist Church.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne.
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

.s

Teen Bible College of First Baptist Church will meet at 5:30 p.m.
at home of Bobby Malone.
Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.

Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
,C
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Burgess-Jennings wedding is planned

Dean,

By Abigail

vs

Wednesday, July 18
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m. and Business meeting at 6:45
p.m.
UMYF of First United Methodist
Church will leave at 8 a.m. for trip
to Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and
Chancel Choir Rehearsal at 7:30
p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Fidelis Sunday
School Class at 1:30 p.m.; Brotherhood, Baptist Women, RAs, GAs,
Mission Friends and Acteens at 7
p.m. with Brotherhood to serve
watermelon following the
meetings.

4

Reader Says Toothless Lady
Deserves No Biting Remarks
DEAR ABBY: In regard to the
little old lady who left her false teeth
(dentures)on the lingerie counter of
La Vogue's Department Store in
Hoquiam, Wash.: The people at the
store went to a lot oftrouble tracking
down the owner. they learned that
she was a visitor from San Francisco, so they carefully wrapped the
dentures,marked the package"fragile," insured it, and mailed it back to
her. Seeing the humor of the situation,they wrote to you, mentioning
that they had never received a thankyou note for their trouble.
Abby, I am also an older person
who forgets things constantly, and
although my own teeth are securely
fastened, I wouldn't fault a little old
lady for failing to write a thank-you
note. Anyone who could forget her
false teeth, as she did, should be
forgiven.So!hope the kind people at
La Vogue's Department Store in
Hoquiam will not cease being kind to
old people who are forgetful because
ofthis one incident. May I offer them
my thanks for their kindness to the
little old lady from San Francisco. I
could sign this, "A Little Old Lady
From Huntington Beach, Calif." but
my name is ...
JUANITA
DEAR JUANITA: Thank you
for your thanks to the generous
people at La Vogue's Department
Store. I received a wonderful
letter from William L. Bitar one of the three bachelor brothers who operate this family.
owned store, founded by their
father, a Lebanese immigrant
who came to this country years
Ago as a peddler. Mr. Bitar's letter (in part):
"Dear Abby: Amazing! The reaction to the dentures story was tremendous. It had our little town of
9,000 in an uproar wiih laughter
and humorous remarks. Everybody
is talking about it. People come into
our store and ask the clerks,'Have
you found any false teeth today?'
"Our mayor, Phyllis Shrauger,
said,'Dear Abby has put Hoquiam

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Mid-week service at 7
p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting
at 8 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m., Story Hour at
10:30 a.m. and German language
class at 3 p.m.
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Crtsta Suzanne Burgess,fiancee
of Michael Shane jeifnings

Baines, dismissals, expirations released
Three newborn admissions, dis- and baby girl, 1713 College Farm
missals and one expiration at
Rd., Murray.
Murray-Calloway Coutx Hospital
Expiration
for Friday, July 13, have been
Edison Moore, Rt. 5, Benton.
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
One newborn admission, dismisBrown baby boy, parents, Bon- sals and one expiration at Murraynie and Charles, 16 Hillcrest Dr., Calloway County Hospital for
Paris, Tenn.;
Saturday, July 14, have been
Hollan baby girl, mother, Cindy released as follows:
Bartholomew, Rt. 1, Box 635,
Newborn admission
Hardin;
Powell baby boy, parents, Karen
Street baby boy, parents, Kim- and Timothy, Rt. 1, Box 98.
berly and David Rt. 2, Box 374A Benton.
Calvert City.
Dismissals
Dismissals
Steven Thomas Lax, Box 24,
Ned Wilson, 317 North Fifth SL, New Concord; James W. Barnhill,
Murray; Mrs. Cynthia White and Rt. 3, Box 239, Paris, Tenn.; Miss
baby girl, 110 South College St., Shari McClure, 313 South 10th St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Murray;
Mrs. Vela G. Clayton, Rt. 12,1
WS. Sioux-Zanne Stilwell,
Hazel; Mrs. Geneva R. Noles, 204 1010-A Southwood Dr., Murray;
Jackson Fulton; Mrs. Pearl E. Alli- Mrs. Martha A. Hutchens,
Rt. 7,
son, West View Nursing Home, Box 546, Murray; Mrs. Vera
L.
Murray;
Nordhoff, HC Box 215, New
James Pete Rutledge, 201 South Concord;
Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Julia Pruett,
Mrs. Olia P. Lassiter, Rt. 4, Box
Rt. 4, Box 84, Benton; Earl Nix 430, Murray; Mrs. Gladys A.
OutWilson Jr., Rt. 2, Box 108, Hazel; land, 829 Hurt Dr., Murray;
HerMrs. Joy Seavers, Rt. 1, Water man R. Edwards, Rt. 2, Box 93,
Valley; Mrs. Lisa Carole Hendrick Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Euple Cavitt, Rt. 3, Box
101, Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt,
P.O. Box 71, Hazel; Mrs. Geneva
Belcher, 910 Pogue Ave., Murray;
Miss Ruby Kirk, Rt. 8, Box 4,
Murray; Mrs. Debra Bonner Smith,
410 North Eighth St., Murray; Miss
Tina L. Rieves, Rt. 6, Box 46,
Henry Vogt Machines, Louisville, Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Rudolph, West View
since 1985 and is presently the
Nursing
Home, Murray; Sammie
assistant chief engineer in the Tube
Cook,
Fairlanc, Murray;
726
Ice Division.
Jerry Delano Tucker, HC 279,
He and his wife, the former
Martha Gray, son of Mr. and Mrs. New Concord; Mrs. Gladys GarCarl Gray of Trigg County, reside land, West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
in Memphis, Ind.
Expiration
Shipley is the son of the Rev.
Mrs.
Louise
Scarbrough, 1305
and Mrs. Hal Shipley of Cadiz, and
Peggy
Ann
Dr.,
Murray.
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. N.A.
Ezell of Murray and the late Mr.
Murray-Calloway County Hospiand Mrs. Eugene Shipley.
tal has released the dismissals for
Sunday, July 15. No newborn
admissions or expirations were
listed.
1
Dismissals
Mrs, Ruth Bloominghburg, Rt. 8,
Box 503, Benton; Steven Sanchez,
19-G Grogan's Trailer Ct., Murray;

Kenneth Ray Shipley
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Die Hard II
(R)

1:30
3:50
700
9:20

Quick Change (R)

130
3 15
7135
905

Starring
Bill Murray

1:30
3..45
7:15
9:30

Days of
Thunder (PG13)

Dick Tracy
(PG)

Only

Jungle Book
(G)

130
3:00
7 10

Robocop II
(R)

1:30
3:45
7 10
9.25

900

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent }our moties•at the mot ies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

with coupon
plus 95C sitting fee

vtz'

Children 10 & Under

Offer good with adult dinner

SW!114.1

THEATRE Si

$695

Kids Special
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Mrs. Angela Outland, Rt. 1, Box
2-A. Murray;
Mrs. Karen Helm, Rt. 1, Box
476, Murray; Willard House, E-5
Fox Meadows, Murray; Jerry D.
Yearry, Rt. 5, Box 556, Murray;
James Wimberly, Rt. 8, Box 325,
Murray; Mrs. Margaret Cathis, Rt.
3, Box 293, Murray; Miss Cindy L.
Bartholomew, Rt. 1, Box 635,
Hardin;
Mrs. Susan Patricia Hendricks
and baby girl, Rt. 7, Box 788, Murray; Mrs. Pamela Lynne Yarbro,
158 Magnolia, Camden, Tenn.

$3.00 OFF]
Summer Special I
NOW ONLY

FREE Fish Dinner, Grilled Hot Dog
or Hamburger

4.4.0.**4.••iimmii••
SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans
from
•4.
••
1 45•194-

•

Kenneth Ray Shipley gives
presentation at convention

641 South
Murray
753.2617

•

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Coldwater Church of Christ from
9 to 11 a.m. and at First National
Bank, Farmington, from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
on the map! Now the talk on the office, third floor,
Murray street is about false teeth instead of Calloway
County
Hospital.
the timber industry and owls.'
"Every man, woman and child in
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
the United States must read 'Dear
Abby.'Our store has had phone calls will have beginners' meeting at
from New York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, California, New Mexico,
(Cont'd on page 6)
New Jersey,North Carolina,Seattle,
Los Angeles, etc.
"A lady from Pennsylvania told
us a hilarious story about her grandfather misplacing his dentures. She
plans on visiting our store on her
next trip out west.
"A man from Baltimore wanted to
thank us for caring enough to locate
the owner of the lost dentures so we
could return them. A dentist phoned
from Las Vegas to say that the denKenneth Ray Shipley presented
tist must have done a lousy job on an oral presentation of his Master's
those dentures, or that old lady thesis at the national
convention of
wouldn't have taken them out in the
the
Mechanical
Engineers
Associastore.
"We had a lot of fun with that tion in Albuquerque, N.M.
His thesis entitled "Design of a
story. Thanks for printing it, Abby.
We've been in business for 79 years, Structural Foam Plastic Component
and have never had so much public- Using Finite Elment Analysis"
ity.
included a review of the mechani"As for the little old lady in San cal and physical properties of
Francisco. we forgive her. She was injection molded
structural foam
probably so overjoyed at getting her
teeth back, she forgot to thank us." plastics and previously developed
modeling methods.
A practical procedure for accurately modeling structural foam
CONFIDENTIAL TO CON- components was developed and
CERNED SISTER: It is not true experimentally verified. These prothat people who threaten to cedures were used to
construct
commit suicide seldom do. Tell finite
element models of the propyour sister that when she feels
life isn't worth living,she should osed component. Interpretation of
call her local suicide prevention the models resulted in an optimized
center. A trained member of its design which meets the design
staff will talk to her about her requirements and carries the
problem. It is listed in your tele- applied loads through efficient use
phone directory, or call direc- of the material.
tory assistance.
His paper will also be published
*5*
in a future edition of the profesMost teen-agers do not know the facts sional
engineer's journal.
about drugs. AIDS, and how to prevent
Shipley, a 1981 graduate of
unwanted pregnancy. It's all in Abby's
new, updated, expanded booklet, "What Trigg County High School,
Every Teen Should Know."To order,send
attended the University of Louisvila business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 1113.95 44.50 le's Speed Scientific School,
in Canada) to: Dear Abby Teen Booklet, receiving his Master's degree in
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, HI.
1989. He has been employed by

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Steve and Shirley Burgess, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, announce the forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Crista
Suzanne, to Michael Shane Jennings, son of Charles and Bonita
Jennings, Rt. 8, Murray.
Miss Burgess is the granddaughter of Paul and Peggy Morgan and
Sylia Burgess Fifer of Paducah,
and of Hubert and Clara Bazzell of
Coldwater.
Mr. Jennings is the grandson of
Charles and Agatha Stigall and
Willie and Artie Jennings of
Bardwell.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed part time
at Wee Care Child Development
Center.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Eastwood Christian
Academy. He is employed at
Smith's Poultry.
A private wedding is planned for
Thursday, Aug. 2.

Angela Former will sing a solo
at prayer meeting with lesson from
Revelation 18 at 7:30 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.

Van Buren
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Events at First Baptist Church

PAGE 5

Miiiray Ledger & Times

J) Burkeen, editor

Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, July 17
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

JULY 17, 1990

753-4141

(Reg $995)
Summer brings lots
of smiles when
you take advantage
of this special
portrait offerl

(1) 8x10, (2) 5x7's*, (10) Wallets and 9 Mini-Portraits
I'aPProk. A22)
ichterasso pacxacre ocotioes 3at7;nOtt5t oases only Lino one woo& package per suoect
BOacit and
wtalatai kgrounds era woo"effects 0OrtriUf3 notsmiled* to aomyrtt•eupecitiage Not mad
wat)any
other cote, 41/1ge3 wetcome Farri,aes •-tofrougas $200or acktmonaistow! Ahsos our setactIon

Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs. thru Mon., July 19-23
Photographer Hours: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12-5:30 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
•

AGFA.

•
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The approaching marriage of
Miss DeeDee F. Long and Rob E.
Parrish has been announced.
Miss Long is the daughter of
Miss Delia M. Long. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Davis.
Mr. Parrrish is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lubic E. Parrish. He is
the grandson of Mr and Mrs.
James Max Parrish and of the late
Hoyt McCallon.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is employed at Readmore Book-NCard.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is employed as a farmer.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. Aug. 18, at 6
p.m. at University Church of
Christ.
Attendants for the bride-elect's
will be Cheryl Holmes, matron of
honor, and Tammy Long,
bridesmaid.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding. Only
out-of-town invitations will be
sent.
A bridal shower will be Sunday,
July 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch
of Bank of Murray.

TUESDAY,

JULY 17, 1990
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Tiffany Gayle Jones celebrated
her fourth birthday with a
weekend trip to Opryland U.S.A.,
Nashville, Tenn., and a party on
Sunday, July 8, at the home of
her parents, Terry and Tress
Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter. The party
theme was "Barbie." Present
were 30 persons. Among the
guests were Tiffany's sister, Meagan De-Mae, and her grandparents, William and Fronie
Eldridge. Guests were served a
barbecue dinner, along with
"Barbie" cake. Tiffany was born
July 2, 1986.
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DeeDee F. Long,fiancee
of Rob E. Parrish

Your Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY IS, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Communications may be garbled
today. Someone beats around the
bush. In business, it's hard to get a
commitment.
Creative interests
should be paramount now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Someone today appreciates your
good solid advice. You're good at
selling yourself and your ideas now.
Your optimism invites cooperation
and new opportunities.

to get your ideas across to others.
insightful now and good at reading
CANCER
between the lines. Privacy abets
Ladies' Day Tennis will be played Thursday, July 19, at 9 a.m. at Mur(June 21 to July 22)
accomplishment.
A private money talk goes well LIBRA
ray Country Club. The line-up is as follows: Court 1 - Lynn Dowdy, Sue
today. There's a need for better (Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Overbey, Nancy Edwards and Peggy Billington; Court 2 - Frances Hulse,
communication between you and a
You may uncertain how to handle a Bobbie Weatherly, Norma Frank and Lois Keller Court 3 - Shirley Homclose tie. Don't let things fester inside domestic situation today, but rapport ra, Martha Andrus, Cindi Cohoon, Carolyn Cunningham; Court 4
- Donna
of you.
with a partner is excellent. Putting Keller, Alice Rouse, Kay Mack and Judy Mastera. A substitute will
be
LEO
your heads together will lead to the Rainey Apperson.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
right solution.
Getting a straight answer may he SCORPIO
difficult now. Guard against day- (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
GINE
dreaming on the job and pay extra
You need to be wary in business
Murray Civitan Club will conduct its second meeting of July on Thursattention to details. You're on the and financial dealings now. Be on
same wave length with a friend guard against,those who would take day, July 19, at 7 p.m. at Homcplace Restaurant. John and Rowena EmerGEMINI
tonight.
advantage. An understanding how- son will present an update on the recent Civitan International Convention.
(May 21 to June 20)
The Civitans will also coplete plans to participate in the Murray-Calloway
ever is reached with a higher-up.
Extra care is needed in financial VIRGO
2310 Sept.22)
(Aug.
County
Jaycee Fair with their food concession van from July 31 to Aug.
SAGITTARIUS
dealings. Be wary of dubious proposiIt's not a good day for mixing (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
4. Local citizens interested in Civitan activities are welcome to attend as
tions Mentally, you're sharp and able
business and pleasure. Yet you're
This is not the day for looking for a the guests of local Civitans.
bargain or the deal of the century. Get
true value for monies spent now.
.Couples are on the same wave length
* Custom Framing
now.
Homecoming services will be Sunday, July 22, at ML Sinai Baptist
* Limited Edition Prints
CAPRICORN
Church, Buchanan, Tenn. The Rev. Ron Melton will speak at 11 a.m.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Silk Greenery
worship service. A potluck dinner will be served at 12 noon. A singing
You'll open some doors for. your- featuring
759-1(119
The Singing Praises of Murray and The Buchanan Singers of
self in business today, yet may have a
Buchanan,
Tenn., will begin at 1:30 p.m. Revival services will start Mondifficulty in concentrating on immediate tasks. Go slow on the use of day, July 23, at 7 p.m., and will continue throughout the week. The speaker will be the Rev. Claude Miller Prince. The public is invited to attend
credit.
the homecoming and revival services, a church spokesperson said.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A tendency to keep things to
yourself will only lead to a greater
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant) 'MIMI'
Children's Fun Night for ages six and up will be Thursday, July 19,
distance between you and a close tie.
Now's the time to have that heart-to- will be for members at Oaks Country Club. This will immediately follow
heart talk.
the weekly Junior Golf play. Games including swimming pool games will
PISCES
follow.
Hot dogs will be served.
NIela•
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
410(
Your best thinking now occurs
Includes Choice of Potato,
Slaw or Salad & Rolls
when you're at home. Distractions
S. 12th St.
during regular business hours may
A meeting of all girls in grades 7 to 12 interested in playing Girls'
7.;.3-51111
interfere with performance. You're Soccer for Murray High School will be Thursday,
July 19, at 7 p.m. at
still confused about a friend's beha- Mr. Gatti's on
Street, Murray. For more information call Patsy
Chestnut
vior.

Civitan Club to meet Thursday

Mt. Sinai homecoming Sunday

ALLERY *

A

Julie's Family
Restaurant [N,

Children's Fun Night at Oaks

After 4 p.m. Special

Shrimp or Clams $395

Girls' soccer meeting planned

Oakley, 753-9633.

J

0
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S Varieties
on the square • 753-9569

SUMMER CLEARANCE

YOU BORN TODAY are a good
observer of the human scene. You'd
make a good writer or an adviser to
the community. Though you're drawn
to public life, a part of you remains
aloof. You have a decided philosophic
bent and a genuine interest in helping
others. At times, you're very much the
perfectionist. Birthdate of: Red Skelton,somic; Clifford Odets, writer; and
John Glenn, U.S. senator.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Lanis Parker and Robert Scott, both of Murray, and Mrs. Leona Hardison and baby girl of Dexter, from Western Baptist; Linda Kendall
of Murray and Alice Gunkel of Hardin from Lourdes.

o Personal Computer Orientation, Aug. 23, 30 and Sept. 6, 6 - 9 p.m.
o Introduction to Word Processing, Sept.8, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

o Beginning MS/PC DOS, Sept. 10 and 17, 6 - 9 p.m.
t) Advanced MS/PC DOS, Sept. 27and Oct. 4, 6 - 9 p.m.

o Beginning WordPerfect 5.0, Sept. 13, 20, and Oct. 11, 6 - 9 p.m.
o Advanced WordPerfect 5.0, Oct. 25, Nov. 1 and 15, 6 - 9 p.m.

CHICAGO (AP) — The American Academy of Pediatrics is
advising that babies should be vaccinated three months earlier than
previously recommended against a
disease that causes meningitis and
pneumonia.
The 39,000-doctor academy is
recommending that children be
vaccinated at 15 months against the
disease hemophilus influenzae type
b rather than at /8 months, the
academy said in a news release
Monday.
The academy said its Committee
on Infectious Diseases revised the
position after reviewing data on
15-month-old children who had
been vaccinated.
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Bridgette L. Wilson
of Oregon crowned
BILOXI, Miss. (AP) — Bridgette LeAnn Wilson of Oregon was
crowned Miss Teen USA Monday
in the 8th annual pageant.
The 16-year-old from Gold
Beach said she plans a career in
entertainment.
Miss Alaska, Mar La Johnson,
18, of Anchorage was first runnerup, and Miss Georgia, Holly Roehl,
17 of Griffin, was second runnerup.
The teens were among 51 competing for the. title.
Sandy Duncar4 and Former Miss
Teen finalist Leeza Gibbons, of
"Entertainment This Week," were
co-hosts of the two-hour pageant
held at the Mississippi Coast Coliseum and televised nationwide.
Contestants competed in interviews, evening gown and swimsuit
events. Finalists also competed in
an impromptu interview.
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Patrick Stan Miller born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Miller, RL 1, Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Patrick Stacy, weighing eight pounds five ounces, born on Sunday,
July 1, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Tracy Lynn Underwood. Grandparents are Mrs. Martha Underwood and
the late Stacy Underwood of Puryear, and the late Hoyt and LaBree
Miller.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Non-credit Computer Courses

Academy says
babies should be
vaccinated earlier

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, July 18, at Ellis
Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. The beginners' meeting will be
at 5:30 p.m. and the regular meeting from 6 to 7 p.m. Overeaters
Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of life who
meet in order to help solve a common problem, compulsive overeating.
The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Revival now at West Fork
Revival services at West Fork Baptist Church will continue through
Friday, July 20. The Rev. C.C. Brasher, pastor of Briensburg Baptist
Church in Marshall County, is the evangelist for the services at 7 p.m.
nightly. Kathy Wilcox will sing at service tonight (Tuesday) which is
Bring-A-Friend Night. Wednesday will be Family Night. Thursday will be
Pack A Pew Night with special music by Andrea Nesbitt, Lisa Watson,
Julie Stone and Janetta McCallon. Young Peoples Night will be Friday
with special music by Karla Blakley. The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor,
invites the public to attend.
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(Cont'd from page 5)
Wednesday, July 18
5:30 p.m. and regular meeting at 6
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
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Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will be golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon.

IV"

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon.
Evans in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15
WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m. and Snakes Alive at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center,
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Seven Wonders of the Universe at
10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.

• Beginning Lotus 1-2-3, Sept. 24, Oct. 1,8 and 15, 6 - 9 p.m.

Retiring Soon?
If you're going to retire within the
next 5 years you can maximize your
retirement benefits. For more information, the call is FREE - 753-8355.

To find out about course fees and other details, call the
Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach
at (502) 762-4229 or 1-800-669-7654 (outside Calloway
County).

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
Tim Herndon

901 Sycamore

ZSORIA-MED: Products
Guaranteed to Relieve the
Symptoms of Psoriasis.
*FREE INFORMATION*
Tel: 606/528-2096
DSF Distributing Co.
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Guy Aubra
Shrader

Services for Mrs. Louise Scarbrough were Monday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale officiated.
Kyle Wadley directed the singers
from Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers were James R. Lassiter, Jerry P. Grogan, J.D. Orr, Bill
McCoart, Joe Pat Carraway and
Ted Atkins. Burial was in Green
Plain Cemetery.

The funeral for Guy Aubra
Shrader was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. B.B. James
officiated.
Pallbearers were Norman Mathis,
Jimmie Morgan, John Harville,
Roger Routon, Horace Derrington
and James Huffman. Burial was in
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Shrader, 88, former resident
of Hazel, died Saturday at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
He is survived by one son, Guy
Irvin Shrader, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Rex (Ivah) Huie,
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Ed (Inez)
Johnson, Hazel; one brother, P.M.
Shrader, Goodlettsville, Tenn.;
three grandchildren.

She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Hilda Hargrove and husband,
Darrell, Rt. 4, Murray; two sons,
C.M. (Buddy) Scarbrough and
wife, Doris, and Doris (Doc) Scarbrough, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Laurine Waldrop and Mrs. Frances
Dunn and husband, J.C., Murray,
and Mrs. Mayme Orr, Rt. 4, Murray; two brothers, Leo Carraway,
Rt. 4, Murray, and Pat Carraway,
Murray; six grandchildren; 11
great-grandchildren.
v..
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American
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BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

Mrs. Mabel
Smith
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mabel
Smith were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. Bill Johnson and
Bill Hanson officiated.
Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Smith, 82, Mayfield, died
Saturday at Des Plaines, Ill.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Jean Smith Davis, Des
Plaines; three sisters, Mrs. Winnie
Smith, Calvert City, Mrs. Hila
Youngblood, Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Robbie Gore, Kirksey; one
brother, Lannie Lyles, Benton;
three grandchildren.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"The difficult we do immediately.
The impossible takes a little
longer"
— Slogan of US. Army Service
Forces.

BOBBY WOLF;1

NORTH
7-17-A
•K J 10 9 8 7
V Q7 64
•A K 4

---

WEST
EAST
•Q 6 3 2
•- - "They bid and made slam on ✓ 109
V K J 85
board 23," said the West player of a •Q 10 5 3
•J 9 7 2
four-man team.
•10 9 6
+Q8 7 5 2
"We did also," replied a teamSOUTH
mate. "I suppose you also got off to
•A 5 4
the helpful club lead?"
A 32
"No, I led a heart. But he made it
•8 6
anyway."
4A K J 4 3
See if you can do as well as that
declarer.
Vulnerable: Both
Against the club lead, South had
Dealer: South
an easy time. He discarded a heart The bidding:
from dummy, while getting a free
West
North
East
club finesse, and cashed the spade South
1
NT
Pass
2 V*
Pass
ace to get the bad news. Not wishing
2•
Pass
3V
Pass
to count on West holding at least
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
three clubs, South cashed dummy's 4 V
Pass
6 46
All pass
two high diamonds and ruffed a diamond. Then he finessed in trumps,
cashed the king and conceded a
*Jacoby transfer bid
trump, claiming 12 tricks (five
Opening lead: Heart 10
trumps. three clubs, two diamonds
and a ruff. and the heart ace).
BID WITH THE ACES
How did South succeed against a
7-17-B
heart lead? It was more difficult, so South holds
it did take a little longer.
•A 5 4
South won his heart ace, cashed
V A 32
two high clubs, discarding hearts
•8 6
from dummy, and ruffed a club. A
46 A K J 4 3
spade back to his ace broke the bad
news, and South ruffed another
club, West discarding a diamond. North South
1•
2•
Three rounds of diamonds followed,
2 NT
9
with South ruffing, and South ruffed
his last club, reducing dummy to the ANSWER:
Three no-trump. North
K-J of spades and one heart. Dum- has a
minimum opening and a balmy exited with the last heart, and
anced hand. Slam should be beyond
West was forced to ruff his part- reach.
ner's trick. Worse yet, he had to lead
a trump from Q-6, giving declarer Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
the proven finesse for the last two 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
tricks.
Copyright 1990 United Feature Syndicate
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Horse Cave Theatre on roll again with productions

Mrs. Louise
Scarbrough

Mrs. Scarbrough, 85, of 1305
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, died
Saturday at 1:10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

TUESDAY,

Horse Cave Theatre, Southern
Kentucky's professional equity
Theatre, is on the roll again. Rolling repertory, that is. Each year the
Theatre presents three plays, opening on consecutive weekends
before running in repertory. Tuesday, July 17, marks the beginning
of repertory, in which "One Husband Too Many","The Foreigner",
and "Desperate Fortune" will alternate daily for seven weeks, through

September 2. Theatregoers can see
a play any day of the week, excluding Monday.
If the full houses during .the
three opening weekends at Horse
Cave Theatre are an indication of
how the body of the season will
fare, you should make your reseravations as early as possible". The
last weeks of the repertory season
are frequently sold out.
Barnett Shaw, who took Fey-

Two-car accident injures three
A two-car accident Sunday sent
three people to the hospital,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department,
Ina Warren, 79, of Rt. 1, Mayfield, was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital after the car she was driving
was struck by another vehicle driyen by 26-year-old Jeffery D. Piercc, of Rt. 4, Murray, at the
intersection of U.S. 641 and Ken-

tucky 121 around 1:45 p.m., police
said.
Police said Warren, who was
southbound at the intersection,
turned into the path of the Pierce
vehicle, which was northbound.
A passenger in the Warren vehicle, Pauline Harper, 81, of RL 2,
Wingo, and a passenger in the Piercc vehicle, Teresa Pierce, 26, of Rt.
4 Murray, were also treated for
minor injuries and released, police
said.

Benton man faces counterfeit charge
A Benton man was indicted
Monday by a federal grand jury in
Louisville and charged with producing more than $2 million worth
of counterfeit U.S. currency in his
Mayfield printing shop.
Gwendal Pace, 44, of Rt. 8, Benton, was charged after an investigation by the U.S. Secret Service and
the FBI, according to reports.
Federal agents arrested Pace
June 22 at his print shop and seized
about $2.25 million in counterfeit
$100 bills, making—it—the—largest
seizure of counterfeit money in

Kentucky.
The agents began the investigation June 18 following a tip about
the operation, according to reports.
Items seized during the arrest
included the bills, printing plates
and printing equipment.
None of the bills has been
reported in circulation, police said.
Pace was freed on bond and will
be arraigned this week in federal
court in Paducah. If convicted, he
could receive a maximum of 30
-years in prison and a $250,000
fine.

Kroger set to begin
recycling program
A recycling station for aluminum
cans, plastic and paper grocery
bags, and plastic and glass containers will open at the Murray Kroger
Food Store on Wednesday, July 18.
According to manager Ed
Asbridge, the station will be
located in front of the store and
will be staffed by a Kroger
employee. It will be open from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sally Mills, one of the organizers of the Murray Area Recycling
.Committee, said that Kroger's
commitment to encourage recycling
and reduce waste is "a real boost"
for the local recycling effort.
"Support from the economic
community is essential if recycling
is going to work," she said. "I
think this is just the first of several
business -based recycling
programs."
Asbridge stressed that the recycling operation is not a moneymaking venture for Kroger but
rather represents the company's
growing commitment to bettering
the environment.
"True change in favor of recycling must begin at the grass roots
level," said Bill Parker, who, as the
Memphis area vice-president for
Kroger, is credited with developing
the innovative program.
"It is increasing apparent that in
city after city, voluntary curbside
source separation recycling programs appear to be the most effective way to recycling individual
and household solid waste. But
until these kinds of programs can
be implemented, Kroger's program
can make an important difference
in moving trash into the recycling

stream."
Recyclables being collected by
Kroger are as follows:
The Murray Kroger is part of a
Kroger's 200-store pilot program
for recycling. If the program is successful at the regional level, it will
be expanded to other stores
nationwide.
Recyclables collected by Kroger
are as follows:
Aluminum beverage cans: Kroger will pay costumers 25 cents per
pound for clean, crushed aluminum
cans.
Plastic grocery bags: Plastic
grocery bags may be deposited in
the barrel located inside the store.
The plastic from these bags can be
recycled into a variety of end uses
such as irrigation pipe, plastic containers, sign posts, and landscape
timbers.
Plastic containers: Soft plastic
containers such as milk and water
jugs, soft drink bottles, detergent,
juice, bleach, shampoo, and
squeeze bottles will be accepted for
recycling, hard plastic containers
and those used for automotive oil
and insecticides cannot be
accepted.
Glass containers: Both clear and
colored glass will be accepted for
recycling into reusable glass goods
and materials. Light bulbs, plate
glass, mirrors, window glass, or
any glass that is not a container
cannot be accepted.
Paper grocery bags: Customers
choosing to reuse their paper grocery will receive three cents for
each bag brought to the checkpoint
counter for reuse with their grocery
order.

MAZDA. #1 IN TRUCK
CUSTOMER

_

deau's script "Champignol Malgre
Lui" and translated it into "One
Husband To Many" was in the
audience for the season opening,
June 29. HCT recently received a
letter from Mr. Shaw containing a
highly complimentary review of
the HCT production. He wrote, 1
have been re-reading a book I have
on Feydeau which tells of the tremendous success of "Champignol"
when it first appeared in Paris. It
said that some of the audience
almost died from laughing. I
believe that now. For a few
--Minutes during your second act' I
thought I was going to have a heart
attack, and that is literal truth."
Make your reservations (if you
haven't already) for "One Husband
Too Many" and we'll tickle your
funny bone.
"The Foreigner" opened to a
large audience, which filled the
auditorium with laughter. Ron
Aulgur, a favorite of Horse Cave
Theatre-goers, and a hit as Charlie
(the "foreigner"), brought the audience to their feet at the curtain call.
Horse Cave Theatre is one of many
theatres across the country that has
produced this wonderful play. The
tragic death of playwright Larry
Shue in 1985, at the onset of his
promising career, is a great loss to
theatre audiences everywhere.
As a part of its Kentucky Voices
series of new plays, Horse Cave
Theatre is proud to be presenting
Joseph Gray's "Desperate Fortune"
- a play about former-Vice President Aaron Burr's conspiracy
which nearly pushed the nation into
a foreign war and civil act rebellion simultaneously. Last
weekend's opening was a success.
A special reception, which was
attended by the playwright, director, and cast, was held Friday evening at Dino's (formerly. Cecil
Hill's) and was enjoyed by many.
Also, Kentucky State Historian
James Klotter, UK History Professor Lance Banning, and Courier
Journal columnist John Ed Pearce
gave historical perspectives of the
play in a post-performance discussion on Sunday. A staged reading

of "Desperate Fortune" was held
for the public last summer. The
production this season is HCT's
seventh consecutive play written by
and/or about Kentuckians.
For more information or to make
your reservations, call today at
502/786-2177 or 502/773-2287.
Ask about our special discounts for
groups, senior citizens, students,
and children under 12.
Horse Cave Theatre is funded in
part by the National Endowment
for the Arts and the Kentucky Arts
Council,

Stock Market
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INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Kelp in Claim Filing For All My,Chents

753-7890

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary
Is your family or business protected if you
should meet with an untimely death?

Co3e

SATISFACTION.

We've always said
our trucks are satisfying to own. Now
our customers are
saying it for us. In
addition, Mazda
compact
pickups
have been ranked
highest in their class four
out of the last five years. So

SDNIER SAVINGS
\

I

All Movies —

$1,000 Cashback

2 Cartoons
Nintendo ,47
for
Games
Monday-Thursday
Nintendo Machines

Your Movie
Headquarters!

Plus Free LE or SE
Package—Save U0
to $1779.00.

per week k,
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RENTAL SALES
CENTER
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CARROLL MAZDA
800 Chestnut, Murray,

▪
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Kroger
Recycle Center
Stash It - Don't Trash It!

Recycling Begins at

Ends July 31.

$995

200 I. 01•44, Mereway0723-0201

V

join the crowd. Come
in and test drive a
new Mazda truck.
Tough. Reliable.
With the best basic
warranty in the
truck
business.*
And, you'll get it at a
price that's exremely
satisfying.

753-8850

KROGER!
Wed., July 18, 1990
See Details At Store.

S.*

OP.
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Take Me Out To The Ballgame

GIRLS' S

A Salute To Our Local Youth League Players, Coaches and Sponsors

'All I really needed to know I learned in little league'
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Author Robert Fulgham wrote a
philosophical book a few years ago
titled "All I Really Needed to

Know I Learned in Kindergarten,"
detailing how so many of life's
important lessons are learned —
and sometimes forgotten — during
our youth.
The book could have just as eas-

ily been called "All I Really
Needed to Know I Learned in
Little League," for in these summer
leagues our children pick up many
valuable tips on life. For instance,
we can't control the elements; rain

will wash out any game and wind
will alter the course of a fly ball.
We also learn that it takes more
than desire to become a winner; it
takes hard work, teamwork and the
ability to change our plans to

adjust to the circumstances which
surround us.
We learn the importance of team
play, what it means to depend upon
others and to know they depend
upon us. We learn that there are

certain rules which are inflexible
— "three strikes and you're out"
— and we learn that, while other
rules can be cheated, to do so takes
away from the thrill of winning and
(Cont'd on pap 13)

PONY LEAGUE

rreCIONSWIr0
Murray Paving

Golden Corral — League Champions

Furches Farms

Hawaiian Tropic

Donut Shack

fl

West Kentucky

Junior Food Mart

Bank of Murra

t

411.41/'
Faye's

Peoples Bank

Bank of Murray

Thornton Heating & Air

Cunningham Auto Repair

THE KIRI

Murray Gulf

Artcraft Photog

KIWANIS OF MURRAY

Thi
Randy Thornton Heating and Air

Cunningham Auto
Repair
DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Donut Shack

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE
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GIRLS' SOFTBALL

Murray Paving — League Champions

Hill Electric — League Champions

Allison Photography — League Champions

West Kentucky Insurance

Murray Moose Lodge

Shoemaker Auction

Bank of Murray

Wisehart's Grocery

Martha's Restaurant

Faye's

Murray Auto Parts

Cain's Jeep-Eagle

THE KIRKSEY LEAGUES

(Mcre Kliksey teams on page 11)
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Allison Photography/Bank of Murray
•

Artcraft Photography/Ross insurance
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Burchelt Seed/Racer Oil
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Insurance
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Burchett Seed
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WESTERN KENTUCKY
INSURANCE

Murray Paving
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Auction
Mtirray Moose Lodge
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1608 N. 121 Bypass
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Ross Insurance Co.
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Fraternal Order of Police — League Champions
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PARK LEAGUE

114
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Office Products — League Champions

IIMIE

Holland Medical

Murray Lumber

THE KIRKSEY LEAGUES

(Mors Kirkssy turns on pegs 9)

Holland Drugs/Hutson Ag

Farm Bureau/Gould Oil

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed/Farlands Travel

Tabors' Acoustical/Motor Parts & Bearings

West -Main Chevron

11$00
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JD Equipment/Country Store
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Hardin Grain/Peoples Bank

Roberts Realty
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Kirksey Eagles Tray'elIng Team

Kirksey Eagles Traveling Team
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Murray Mold & Die
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Clinic Pharmacy

JD EQ. CENTER

JOHN DEERE

Country 1
Store

Motor Parts and Bearings
Farm Bureau

Gould Oil
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Clinic
Pharmacy

MARSI TENNESSEE

evron

Tabers Acoustic and Drywall
•

Lynn arove Feed and Seed
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Sports Writer
by BOB GREEN
ST. ANDREWS, Scotlanh (AP) — No one
built the Old Course. It just came to be.
"A vast, flat plain," British golf historian Bernard Darwin
wrote in 1910; a plain shaped by the centuries, the sea and the
wind.
Sheep had something to do with the formation of the Old
Course at Si Andrews. Man had very little to do with it.
"I'd like to thank Mother Nature for the golf course," Ben
Crenshaw said in the presentation ceremony following the 1978
British Open.
The oldest of the world's _golf tournaments returns to the oldest courst ----the birthplace or the game — this week for the
119th British Open.
The Old Course remains a monument to the origins of golf
as a game played on links by the sea," the late British writer
Pat Ward-Thomas said.
In the beginning, it knew no architect but nature; it came
into being by evolution rather than design; and on no other
course is the hand of man less evident."
No one really knows how old it is. But on a piece of parchment, dated Jan. 25, 1552, the Archbishop of St. Andrews gave
the public the right to play golf on the linksland, as well as
the right to breed rabbits on it.
The game had been played here for more than 200 years
when the St. Andrews Society of Golfers, later the Royal and
Ancient Golf Club, was formed in 1754.
The course, covering 93V2 acres of land between the town
and the Bay of St. Andrews, has changed little since then.
There are no trees, and little definition where the fairways end
and the gorse and heather begin.
There are nine holes out, with the sea on the right, and nine
holes back. Fourteen of them share seven double greens. The
!ce shot on the par-3 11th crosses over the fairway of the pars,,
-4
- Without the wind, it's a pretty easy course," said Arnold
Palmer, who played his first British Open here 30 years ago
is making a farewell appearance this year.
B.11 it's a rare day when the wind doesn't blow. And it is
nkle that it's not unusual for a player to have the wind in
• face all the way out, then find it change and be in his
all the way in.
Gcnerally speaking, the 6,933-yard course is flat. But there
are humps and swales — and bunkers, 140 of them, formed by
sheep burrowing into dunes to escape the wintry gales off the
sea, and by people digging for shells.
Many are deep pits, the pot bunkers that Darwin said were
only large enough to accommodate "an angry man and his
niblick."
Many of them are invisible from the tee. You have to know
where they are. It was this lack of knowledge that caused a
,1:7:e Bobby Jones to tear up his card in disgust during the
I Open. He'd taken 46 to the turn and played the 10th in
•

SIX.

He later won the British Amateur and Open at the Old
Course and said: "The more I studied the Old Course, the
more I loved it and the more I loved it, the more I studied it.
There is always a way at St. Andrews, although it is not
always the obvious way."
The layout puts most of the trouble on the right — the sea
going out, out-of-bounds coming home. But, in almost every
case, the better approach to the green is from the right, a tee
shot between the sheep-formed bunkers and the sea.
Many of those bunkers have names: "Walkinshaw's Grave,"
"-Heil Bunker," "the Coffins," "the Beardies," "the Lion's
Nlouth."
"It is The essence of golf," said Tom Watson, who won five
British Opens, but none at St. Andrews. "This is the way golf
is meant to be played."
And, of course, there is the Road Bunker, on the 17th, the
Road Hole.
"The most difficult par-4 in the world," said Spain's Seve
Ballesteros, who won the 1984 Open championship with a par
on that pivotal 461-yard hole.
"The reason it's such a tough par-4," Crenshaw said, "is
that it's a par-5."
"It has been more praised and more abused probably than
any other hole in the world," Darwin said near the turn of the
century. "It has caused champions with a predilection for pitching rather than running to tear their hair; it has certainly ruined
an infinite number of scores. Many like it, most respect it, and
all fear ii''
There is ample reason for fear. Ask Tommy Nakajima.
In the 1978 Open, he reached the green in two and was putting for birdie. He had to run the putt up close to the shoulder
of .the Road Bunker, then bring it back down to the cup.
He put it over the ridge, and had to play his fourth from the
sand. He eventually walked away with a nine. The Road Bunker
acquired another name: "The Sands of Nakajima."
On that day, only one man in 80 birdied the hole, and only
19 made par. There were 47 bogeys, 11 double bogeys and two
triple bogeys.
The next time the Open came to St. Andtews, in 1984, the
hole yielded only 11 birdies all week. For the four rounds, the
field played it 355 strokes over par.
Nakajima can take comfort bowing he's neither the first nor
last to leave an Open title in that cavern.
J.H. Taylor, a Hall of Famer who won two of his five Open
titles at St. Andrews, in 1895 and 1900, once scored 13 on the
hole.
And Watson, seeking a record-matching sixth Open title,
needed a par-4 there to remain even with Ballesteros in the
final round of 1984.
He pushed a high, 2-iron second shot to the right, and the
ball skittered through the green, onto the paved road that gives
the hole its name, and bounced alone a stone wall. The wall
restricted his swing on his third shot. He made five and Ballesteros, playing in front of him, birdied the last hole to win by
two strokes.
The tee shot must be played over reconstructed railroad sheds
on the property of the Old Course Hotel. Play it too far right,
and you're out of bounds. A safer play is to the left, but
bunkers await the unwary there.
"The second shot is the killer," Watson said. Miss it left
and you're in the bunker. Miss it right, you're on the road or
out of bounds.
The approach is to a diagonal green, fronted by that huge
hunker, with a ridge running most of the length of the green.
As difficult as it is, it remains one of Tom Kite's favorite
holes.
"You- have to play a good drive. And then the fun just
starts. Off a good drive you have a lot of decisions to make:
Do you play left of the bunker? Right of the bunker? Play it
short? Fade it? Fly it on?
"You have a lot of choices," he said. "And none of them
are good."
• • •
(Bob Green writes on golf for The Associated Press)

Pony, Little League teams win openers
By DAVID RAMEY

•••

,

Lodgor & Times ABM. Sports Edit or

The Murray-Calloway County
Pony League team coasted to a
12-6 victory over Benton-Marshall
County in the opening round of the
Pony League state tournament
Monday afternoon at Laker Field.
After yielding a run in the top of
the first, Murray-Calloway scored
three runs in the home half, and
broke a 3-3 tie in the bottom of the
third with three more. Murray-Calloway -put-the game tway-by
scoring four times in the fifth.
Starting pitcher Wesley Cogsdell
went the distance, striking out
tight, and finishing up strong by
whiffing six of the last nine outs.
Singles by Cosdell, Robert
Weatherly, Shane Schroader and
Jonathan Reid led to three runs in
the first. In the third, Weatherly
singled, stole second and third, and
scored on a passed ball. MurrayCalloway took advantage of Marshall errors and a fielders' choice
to score two more runs in the
inning.
Cogsdell scored in the fourth
after an error, and in the fifth,
Johnson reached on an error, and a
double by Mitchell McClain, and
singles by Casey Williams, Travis
Anderson and Clay Bolin led to
five nuts-. Williams socked a triple
in the sixth, scoring Schroader who
had walked.
The Murray-Calloway squad will
face the winner of this afteroon's
Mayfield-Calvert City matchup at
Laker Field on Friday in the winner's bracket of the doubleelimination tournament.
• • •
LITTLE LEAGUE
In first-round Little League tournament action at Deer Creek, Ky.,
the Murray-Calloway All-Stars
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Murray-Calloway's second baseman Shane Schroader (with back to camera) anerStortstop Jeremy Lattimer try to keep an overthrow from leaving the infield during Murray-Calloway's 12-6 win over BentonMarshall County in the first round of the state Pony League tournament Monday evening at Laker Field.
used pitching and power to post a
9-2 victory over the host Deer
Creek team.
Brent Anderson turned in a complete game on the mound, allowing
only six hits while striking out 11
batters during the game.

His teammates only came up
with five hits, but two of them
were bell-ringers, with Preston
Weatherly starting a five-run thirdinning rally with a two-run home
run and Marcellous Foster adding a
three-run homer later in the game.

Brad Lowe tripled for MurrayCalloway and Greg Miller and Steven Crouch added singles.
The Murray-Calloway team
takes on Marshall County tonight
at 7:30 at the Murray Little League
field.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Wells downs Cards for first big league victory
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Terry Wells stopped being such a wild man and
won his first major-league game.
"My objective was to get ahead in the count and not give them free
passes," said Wells, a 26-year-old rookie who gave up four hits and
walked three in 6 1-3 innings as the Los Angeles Dodgers defeated the St.
Louis Cardinals 5-2 Monday night. "I had a reputation in the past of
being wild, but if you sit back and wait for me now you might end up in a
hole."
The Dodgers acquired Wells, a left-hander, from the Houston Astros
April 1 for Franklin Stubbs, and sent him to Triple A Albuquerque where
he walked 59 in 79 innings. But in three starts for the Dodgers Wells
(1-1) has walked only six in 16 1-3 innings and he retired the first 10
Cardinals.
"If he can keep the ball around the plate, he's good enough stuff to get
people out," Manager Tommy Lasorda said after the Dodgers won for the
fourth time in five games and raised their record to 4-0 at Busch Stadium
this season against the sagging Cardinals. St. Louis has lost four of five.
An error by Cardinals center fielder Willie McGee, who's had a nightmare season in the field, helped Wells' cause. McGee, a three-time Gold
Glove winner, allowed Kirk Gibson's fly ball to drop between him and
rookie Craig Wilson, playing in right field for the first time in his career,
opening the door for the Dodgers' four-run sixth inning.
McGee has 11 errors this season, equaling his career high set in 1982,
his rookie season. He had three errors in an injury-plagued 1989, but has
dropped or allowed to drop four balls at Busch Stadium this season.
"I'm the center fielder; he's new out there," McGee said. "I'm supposed to be aggressive on that play.
"I got lazy and took it for granted. It was my fault."
The ball fell just beyond McGee's outstretched glove and bounced high
off the AstroTurf, allowing Lenny Harris to score from secOnd to break a
1-1 tie. Gibson went to second and after Eddie Murray was intentionally
walked with two outs, Hubie Brooks had a run-scoring double that
bounced off the left-field wall on one hop and Mike Scioscia added a
two-run double.
All four runs in the sixth were unearned, but losing pitcher Bob Tewksbury (4-2) blamed himself.
"Brooks' hit really put us in a hole," said Tewksbury, who gave up six
hits in seven innings and has allowed only two earned runs in his last 30
innings. "It was my responsibility to get Brooks out and I didn't do it.
"I'll think about that the rest of the night."
Jay Howell, the third Dodgers pitcher, struck out three in the last two

innings for his seventh save. He gave up a run-scoring single to Pedro
Guerrero in the eighth but got out of a bases-loaded jam by striking out
Terry Pendleton, getting Jose Oquendo to foul out and striking out
Wilson.
"That was Terry's first major-league win and that puts a little extra
pressure on you," Howell said. "The last thing you want to do islet one
of those get away."
AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sieve Lyons dropped his pants and Boston
dropped from first place As usual, Cal Ripken
didn't drop anything.
Lyons made the most embarrassing play
Monday right when he absent-mindedly pulled
down his pants to brush off some dw1 after sliding
gnt
into first during Detron's 5-4 win over
Chicago.
When he heard the crowd laughing, Lyons
realized his gaffe and quickly pulled up his
pants But it was too late to avoid the TV highlights, which showed him stripped down to his
athletic supporter and a pair of longkahns
"I don't have anything to be embarrassed
about, but it's embarrassing that I did it," Lyons
said When I got back to the bench, girls were
waving money at me."
Boston waved goodbye to first in the Al_ East
by losing to Minnesota 3-2 on Paul Sorrento's
RBI triple in the ninth inning. With a 4-3 win
over Seattle. Toronto took over the top spot by
a hall game
There was no change in Ripken's
In Baltimore's 7-8 victory over Texas, the
Orioles' shortstop handled his 385th straight
chance without an error. Thal broke the major
league mark for his position set by John Kerr
with the 1946-47 New York Giants_
Alan Trammell's two-out homer off Don Pall
in the ninth inning helped Detroit snap Chicago's 11-game road winning streak
Elsewhere:
'Brad Amsberg walked Mickey Tettleton with
the bases loaded in the ninth inning to force in
the winning run as Baltimore beat Texas 7-6.
•Sorrento's triple bounced off Kevin Romine's
head as Minnesota rallied to defeat Boston 3-2.
•Scon Sanderson allowed tour has over 8 1-3
innings arid Ron Hassey homered for the first
time in two months as the Athletics beat the
punchless Indians 3-0.
.Jimmy Key allowed three hits over seven
innings and Fred 1.4cGnfl homered for Toronto
as the Jays beat Seattle 4-3
.Rob Deer's homer snapped a seventh-inning
tie as Milwaukee extending Mark Langslon's
personal losing streak to six games with a 3-1

win over Cailorn.a.
'Jeff Robinson allowed two runs over six-pius
innings in his first start of the season as the
Yankees snapped a five-game losing streak
with a 3-2 win over Kansas City
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cool bats belong to the New York Mets, who
entered the All-Star break as the NL's hottest
team But the Mats have dropped lour of their
last five games and managed only three hits for
the second straight game in a 4-1 loss to the
Houston Astros on Monday night.
Three hits and one run in two games. I think
the players know they're going to have to press
the issue,' Manager Bid Harrelson said
The Mets, who got only three hits in a 2-1
loss
erlievaetrsCincinnati on Sunday, matched that figure against Mark Portugal (4.8) and two
Gregg Jelfenes homered in the first inning
and Darryl Strawberry followed with a single,
but Portugal retired the next 16 Mets until Jeltenes singled to start the seventh
The Mets then loaded the bases, but Daryl
Boston bounced into a prtcher-to-home-to-first
double play Reliever Juan Agosto walked Tim
Teufel, giving the Mets another chance with the
bases loaded, but Larry Andersen got Mackey
Sasser to ground out.
The Mats were 17-2 in their last 19 games
before the All-Star break, but have scored lust
12 runs in their last five games
Elsewhere'
.Scott Garrett!, pitching on three days' rest all
lust three has for his second straight complete
game as San Francisco defeated Pittsburgh
6-1
•The Reds stayed 74 games ahead of the
Giants in the NI West thanks to a late-inning
power display as a grand slam from Enc Davis
and homers from Joe Oliver, Barr; Larkin and
Chris Sabo gave Cincinnati an 8-3 win over
Montreal.
•Terry Mulholland pitched a six -hitter and Von
Hayes and Darren Daulton drove in two runs
apiece as Philadelphia beat Atlanta 7-2
•Marvell Wynne doubled home two runs and
pitcher Mike Harkey helped his own cause with
an RBI single as Chicago edged San Diego 4.3.

Attorney says Mackey has 'serious problem'
CLEVELAND (AP) — Cleveland State University basketball coach Kevin Mackey, who
has tested positive for cocaine use, has "a serious problem," his lawyer is quoted as saying.
Mackey pleaded innocent Monday to misdemeanor charges of driving under the influence
and consuming alcohol in a motor vehicle. His
plea came after police arrested him Friday
night when they saw him leave a suspected
drug house with a woman, enter his car and
drive erratically.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, in today's editions, quoted Roth as saying Mackey told him
he was "so out of it that anything could have
happened. He was dazed and confused. That's
how messed up he was. Life was a blur.
"He will not deny or run from the truth,"
Roth said. "When I say he has a serious problem, I mean serious. If it was a one-time mistake, as if he just happened to run into it, then I
would call it an unfortunate incident."
Mackey will seek a medical leave of
absence, said Roth, who plans to meet today
with university officials.
"I want them (Cleveland State) to understand that when you have an illness, that bad
things can happen to you,"
Police Lt. Martin Flask said Monday, several
hours after the arraignment, that a urine sample

Mackey voluntarily provided during the booking process revealed he was legally intoxicated
by alcohol. Traces of cocaine showed up in a
drug screening.
The Cleveland Police Department's scientific investigative unit was "unable to determine
the frequency or intensity of use," Flask said.
"This additional issue, being the presence of
cocaine, will ultimately be presented a prosecutor for review."
Cleveland State spokesman Ed Mayer said
university lawyers were determining what steps
to take in light of the police findings.
"We hope to have a resolution in the next
couple of days," Mayer said. "It doesn't look
good for Kevin right now, but we haven't
taken any legal action at this time."
The university on Wednesday announced it
signed Mackey to a two-year contract containing base salaries of $85,000 next season and
$90,000 in 1991-92. Outside income from television and radio shows, endorsements and summer camps could have nearly doubled the base.
Mackey came to Cleveland State as head
coach in 1983 from Boston College, where he
had been an _assistant. His 1985-86 Vikings
team went 29-4 and reached the regional semifinals of the NCAA tournament.
"A leave for Kevin will enable him to return

to good health," Roth said. "He is willing to
take a drug test every day for the rest of his
life if need be. I don't know what more he
could do to confront this head on."
University President John A. Flower suspended Mackey indefinitely after learning of
the arrest late Friday.
Mackey, 43, on Monday appeared with his
wife, Kathleen, and Roth before Cleveland
Municipal Judge Carl B. Stokes.
Mackey made no comment during the
arraignment or when approached by reporters.
Roth left open as a possibility a defense that
Mackey had been framed.'
One of Mackey's players, William Stanley, a
guard who averaged 14.3 points a game as a
senior last season, lives on the same street
where Mackey visited a house and emerged
allegedly intoxicated.
Mackey and Alma Massey, 36, were stopped
Friday about 8:30 p.m. a half-block from the
house, Li Michael Thome of the city police
narcotics unit said.
Ms. Massey pleaded innocent Monday in
Municipal Court to child endangering and
speeding charges filed previously. Police said
they found suspected heroin and drug paraphernalia, including a syringe and spoon, in her
purse after the arrest.
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'All I really needed...
(Coed from page 8)

deepens our sense of loss.
When our children compete in
team sports they learn something
about themselves and something
about the people — young and
adult — around them. These lessons can be painful and, unfortunately, they can also be negative.
The children may learn that their
best efforts aren't always appreciated, that failure can lead to criticism. The children may learn that
there are cheaters in the world, that
there are those to whom winning is
more important than sportsmanship
and the spirit of hard-but-fair
competition.
It is up to us, therefore, to point
out that these are only negative lessons; that they only serve as proof
that our world is not always a good

Bob Perrin Real Estate

REBOARD

Toronto
Boston
Cleveland
Deirco
Baltimore
lAhvaukes
New Yon,
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
Caffornia
lannesola
Texas
Kansas City

Pittsburgh
NOVI York
lAontreal
Philadelphia
Chicago ..
St Louis .
Cinonnal
San Franasoo
Los Angeles
San Diego
Houston
Atlanta
z-denotes first ganw was a sin

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
52 34 605
49 35 583
50 39 562
42 43 494
38 52 422
36 52 409
West Division
W L Pet
54 31 635
48 40 545
43 44 494
38 47 447
36 52 409
34 51 400

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Gimes
Nevi York 3. Kansas City 2
Baltimore 7, Texas 6
lannesota 3. Boston 2
Detroit 5, Chicago 4
Oakland 3, Cleveland 0
Toronto 4, Seattle 3
Mtivaukes 3. Caltornia 1
Tureitey's Grimes
Cleveland (Sondra 4-5) at Oakland (laaore 8-7).
215 pin
Kansas City IS Dens 2-6) at Now Yoilt (Hans
1•2) 630 pm
Tian (Brown 11-6) at Bellmore (Harwich 7-5).
6 35 p m
Lennesots (Enckson 1-1) al Boston (Bolton 2-0).
6 35 p m
Chicago IM Perez 8-7) at Detroit (Moms 8-10).
6 35 p m
Toronto (Wells 7-2) at Seattle (Holman 6-7). 905
pm
Mlivauktie (i-Sgurma 6-3) al CaMonva (McCaskill

our children through their contributions to the leagues.
Thank you all, very much.
• • •
A special thanks to the photographers who supplied the team pictures, and especially to Harry Allison, who took all of the
photographs except the Storey's.
J.H. Churchill, Kopperud Realty.
Pagliai's, Golden Corral, Bob Perrin Real Estate, Dennison-Hunt and
Murray Paving teams. Harry's contribution to this project was invaluable and his support of our local
youth sports teams has been wellknown for several years.
Thanks again to all of you.
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• Half Tops • Headliners
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Baseball

753-9627
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Ems. Division
W L Pct
49 41 544
47 40 540
43 44 494
43 47 4713
41 47 466
39 47 453
31 54 365
West Division
W L Pct
56 32 636
52 32 619
45 45 500
44 46 489
43 16 483
43 46 483
39 48 448

teer their time and services to serve
as coaches, drivers, or simply supporters; and were it not for the
businesses in the community who
are willing to cut into their profit
margin in order to pay for the
equipment and uniforms for the
teams.
These photo pages are meant
first of all as a salute to the children, as a way of recognizing all of
them, not just the winnersa or the
stars, but each child who took the
field as a member of the team.
But these pages also allow u to
express our sincerest appreciation
to the adults and to the businesses
in our community which support

GRAPHICS?? Signs • Magnetic

"N u, Officesame good neighbor."
305 N 12th
neighbcr,
(Next To -1'"'
State Farm Is There'
Century 21)
Jane Racers
State Farm Insurance CorrPanal
Home Once Bloomington. thinow

place, but one which, just like
ourselves, constantly needs correction and improvement.
Do we learn all we need to know
in league sports? Perhaps not, but
we do — or should, at least —
learn that; no matter what the
score, you play until the game is
over. That, no matter how important the game, you play by the
rules and go by the results. That,
no matter what the result, you go
out intending to do even better the
next time.
• • •
One important lesson which can
be learned through participation in
such competition is the importance
of our community in our lives. No
child would have a team to play for
were it not for other children who
also wanted to play; were it not for
adults who were willing to volun-
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1
2
2
2
1
1
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Home
26-23
29-17
23-20
21-25
18-22
20-21
17-25

Away
23-18
18-23
20-24
22-22
23-25
19-26
14-29

GB LIO Street
7-3 Won
—
2
5-5 Lost
12
z-4-6 Lost
13
5-5 Lost
13n 2-5-5 Won
13n
7-3 Lost
16n z-5-5 Lost

3
1
1
1
2
2
1

Horne
25-15
27-21
22-25
22-22
21-21
22-22
22-21

Awsy
31-17
25-11
23-20
22-21
2245
21-24
17-27

GB L10 Week
—
6-4 Lost 2
2
z-5-5 Lost 2
3n z-7-3 Lost 1
97,
4-6 Won 1
16
z-4-6 Won 2
17
4-6 Lost 2

Horne
26-12
29-14
26-18
23-20
17-26
17-29

Away
26-22
20-21
24-21
19-23
21-26
19-23

GB 1.10 Streak
—
z-7-3 Won
77, 0-8-2 Won
12
5-5 Won
16
0-3-7 Lost
197,
4-6 Won
20
3-7 Lost

Nome
25-12
23-21
25-21
21-26
25-19
18-27

Amoy
29-19
25-19
18-23
17-21
11-33
16-24

2
2
1
1
2
3

6-6) 935 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Garnee
Cincinnati 8 Montreal 3
San Franosco 6 Pittsburgh I
Philadelphia 7, Atlanta 2
Chicago 4 San Diego 3
Houston 4. New York 1
Los Angeat 5. St Laos 2
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Beres 6-6) at Chicago (Book* 35)
120 pm
Montreal (Gardne( 6-4) at Cinannati
Jan
4-4 635 pin
San Franasco 0 Robinson 5-1) al Pittsburgh
(SmAlity 4-3), 635 pm
Philadelphia (Rutin 6-9) at Atlanta (Olivine 5-6),
640 pm
New York (Gooden 9-5i at Houston (Gulickson
6-6). 7.35 p m
Lot Angeles IValenzuela 7-7) at St LOUte (B Smith
6-7) 735 pm

NEW YORK— Minnesota's Kent Hrbek, who hit .563 last week, and Randy Myers
of Cincinnati, who had three saves in three appearances, were named Players of
the Week. Hrbek, the American League selection, had three homers and four RBIs
with an on-base percentage of .682. Myers, the National League choice, got all of
his saves against the New York Mets, his former team. He saved all six games the
Reds won in the season series against New York.
• • •
NEW YORK — Baseball's world series will start Tuesday, Oct. 16, three days later
than originally scheduled, in the home park of the National League champion. The
series was originally scheduled to start on Oct. 13, a Saturday, but was set back
because of the lockout that delayed the start of the season by a week and necessitated playing some games after the planned end of the regular season.
• • •
OAKLAND, Calif — Todd Van Poppet, who had said he'd rather pitch in college
than sign a professional contract, completed a change of heart on Monday by signing a three-year, $1.2 million major-league contract with the Oakland Athletics. Van
Poppet, 18, agreed to a package that included a $600,000 signing bonus.

Cli.torli Trim • Aifto Decal

Greg's Tops & Graphics
Owners: Greg & Rida WiWams
1209 Center Drive (Behind Martha s)

753-9841
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Basketball
BOSTON — A U.S. appeals court ruled in favor of the Boston Celtics in the NBA
team's contract dispute with guard Brian Shaw. The U.S. Court of Appeals in Boston affirmed a lower court decision that Shaw must terminate his contract with II
Messaggero, an Italian team. The agent for Shaw, who signed a five-year, $6.2
million contract with the Celtics last Jan. 26, sent the Celtics a letter on June 6
saying he intended to honor the second year of his contract with II Messaggero
U.S. District Judge A. David Mazzone ruled on June 27 that Shaw must honor his
contract with the Celtics and terminate the two-year, $1.7 million deal he signed
last August with If Messaggero. A federal appeals court heard arguments and
agreed with Mazzone's decision.
.Shaw had refused to comply with Mazzone's order, which prevented Shaw from
playing with any team other than Boston from 1990 to 1994. He also had not complied with a clause in his Italian contract requiring him to inform the team of his
intention to return to Rome for a second season, which expires on July 20

1988 Mustang Convertible, blue, 3,xxx miles, air cond. & aut-o
trans., power windows & door locks, power top, stereo tape

WAS '12,750
4

NOW '11,950

a-tri

pm_ go

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9527

Mail-In Rebate Appties to Passenger Car
and Light Truck Applications Only.
1990 GT Mustang, black, 13,xxx miles. V-8, 5 speed, power
steering & brakes, power windows & door locks. cruise control &
A C • sun roof & stereo tape

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Small

With Garlic Bread

Large

NOW'
.13,750
.

WAS '14 500
Many More Locally-Owned
Used Cars and Tr cks
Coming in Dail

$1 19
$195

Wednesday 11 a.m.-10 p.m

$1 19 Special
For Kids
Free Refills On Drinks
For This Price

M urray Auto Parts, Inc.

MERCURY
LINCOLN

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray

753-5273
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Notice

Notice

Replacement for
VIDEO DATING Paducah, GLASS
home
auto,
and business
Mayfield
Murray, Benton,
For com- Repair storm windows and
Confidential
screens Repair corners
plete details send SAS E
and latches, replace glass
to PVS PO Box 1911,
in patio doors, repair rollMurray, Ky 42071
ers also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to sae Mirror
Lease For Less at
frames and picture frames
DWAIN TAYLOR
M&G Complete Glass DiCHEVROLET
xieland Center 753-0180
1990 Beretta GT loaded
$314 86 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax. Title & License.
36 Mo Closed End Lease

Mikray Ledger & Times
060

060

Hefp
Wanted

Help
Wanted

DRIVERS wanted, must be
18 years old, have own
vehicle and proof of insurance. Apply in person at
Domino's Pizza 810 Chestnut St.

ADDRESSING & MAILING
WORK $29000 (and up)
weekly processing mail for
national company Simple,
easy work. Complete details sent Write to. IC. &
5, INC Rt. 4, Box 4-A
Prescott, AR 71857

TRUCK and trailer suspension mecleanic Some experience preferred Salary
based on experience
753-8533 7-5pm

Personals

1990 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Cata strophic Coverage Act has
been repealed- Your need
has never been greater for a
comprehensive Medicare
Supplement plan, Deducbhies, co-inaurance and "nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up. The
Part A deductible you, or
your insurance, must pay
has been mcreased to $%2
in 1990.
For more Information
caU
McConnell
Insurance Agency

GOLD CREDIT CARD
visa/mastercard guaranteed $2,500.00 unsecured
credit lino for complete information
call
1-900-990-1500 tel co bills
995 fee
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502 554-7904

ATTENTION!!! Male/
Female/Housewife!
Students - We need 10
enthusiastic persons to
earn up to $10.00/per hour
taking ORDERS in our office GUARANTEED salary, commissions, AND
CASH BONUSES!!! Day
and evening shifts available NO experience necessary will train We also
NEED local delivery drivers
to earn up to $70.00/a day.
Apply in person to Global
Marketing at Eagle Inn
Room 20 Mon -Fri
9am-7pm.

160

1160

Hu)
Wanted

1977 Ford
Granada
CHEAP!

436-5360

Physical therapy helps

Now Hiring
All Shifts.

rrxrurrw
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URGENTLY NEED DEPENDABLE PERSON to
sell full line of high quality
lubricants to manufacturing, trucking, construction
and farm customers in Murray area. Thorough training
program. For personal interview, write J.G. Worth,
Southwestern Petroleum,
Box 961005, Ft. Worth, Tx
76161
or
phone
(817)332-2336
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WENDY'S is now accepting applications for manager and assistant manager
in this area. Send resume
with references to: Andrew
Jordan Area Supervisor
303 Shelia Dr Hopkinsville,
Ky. 42240.
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"Frances, I've got a feeling we're not
on Toto anymore."
r7171771151
PONT YOLI GET A LITTLE BORED
HERE ON THE rARM,
DOC BOY?
NO WAY!

NOW BE QUIET,
WE'RE MISSING
THE SHOW

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

THERE GOES THE
RED SOCA AGAIN!
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QUESTION 1: HOW
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MEAN MORE BILLS
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WHY CAN'T YOU STAY
AWAY FROM HERE
AN O LEAVE
US At.oNe
?!

7

1 "- Gun"
4 Rivera ID
6 Bury
11 Fit for
plowing
13 Wanted
15 Mother
16 Rants
18 Assistant
19 Shade tree
21 Profound
22 Milliliter.
abbr.
23 Schoolbook
26 Cloth
measure
29 Tableland
31 Mark left by
wound
33 Maiden loved
by Zeus,
34 Near
35 Haggard
heroine
38 "-Simpsons"

1

2

3

39 Running
40 At home
41 Measure
duration of
43 Warble
45 Chart
47 Periods of
time
50 Q-T linkup
52 Josip Broz
53 Fairy queen
56 Mountains
of Europe
58 Angry
60 Exist
61 Salad
variety
63 Irritate
65 Monster
66 Equally
67 Encountered

12

15

16

0p El el

R
BLOND
PEOPLE
RELAY0
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AGED
ARAL
FIVE
NAGS
AMA
ALERT
LEAD
OR
ROOF
SIRE
AB
SARA
LOVED
EIOL
DELE
PER
STAB
ETNA
RS
EU
REDOUBT
T I
TOMATO
READER
MADAM
EL
ORE

5 Carouse
6 Scrutinize
7 Neon symbol
8 Athletic
group
9 Roman
Official
10 Crimson

1 Domesticate
2 Spoken
3 Abdul ID
4 Open space
in forest
4

11

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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65 1111
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67

54
60

12 Reynolds ID
prefix
17 Lampreys
20 Eds.'
concern
24 Time gone by
25 Cheer
27 King of
beasts
28 TV's Shelley
29 Cripple
30 Sicilian
volcano
32 Remainder
36 That man
37 "I Second
That -"
42 Arabian
chieftain
44 Doctrine
46 Talk idly
48 Babylonian
hero
49 Memoranda
51 Bridge term
54 Competent
55 Borscht
ingredient
56 Above
57 Stewart Of
Music
59 Latin
conjunction
62 As far as
64 Thulium
symbol
14 Down:
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13

Me
Homes

TALIAN Style sofa flame
stitch pattern, $85
753-3140

PREOVVN
CREAM-P
Home Cents
a large 1
preowned h
up to our
GAINS! Hut
last long.
South in
(901)644011

KROEHLER wingback
sofa, $100 759-4524 after
5pm

55

RICES NE
than now at
Center in PF
summer shc
showing out
prices on all
28 widest
before you
bad deal 1
else_ (901)6

ebmplete

WILL do house cleaning
489-2918
110
Instructico

Arbls

Iy

270

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly checks guarQUEEN waterbed, Beauty
anteed. Free detail, write,
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- SD, 1057 W Philadelphia, Rest adjustable cylinders
VICES: Learn this trade, we Suite 239-TKY Ontario, CA by Simmons Also Atari
with 28 cartridges Excelsend instructions, parts, 91762.
lent condition. 753-9940.
and check for assembly.
Call (404)426-0672
RARELY used 1 yew old
090
Ext.DB520.
couch and chair, $400, cofSituation
fee table, $75,2 end tables,
13 IMMEDIATE OPENWanted
$60 ea Call 435-4571
INGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future? I do ironing in my home,
165
You may qualify if: You do non-smoker 753-1839 afnot have your GED or high ternoons or early evenings
Antiques
school diploma; 'You are MINI HOME
for the elderly
between the ages of 16 & room for 2 elderly ladies, 2 ANTIQUE pie safes;large
21. We we an E.O.E. This
24 hour care, ex- antique oak buffet; old
proiect is funded by the cellent conditions, like be- dresser with mirror; like
Western Kentucky Private
new, 4-poster kingsize
ing at home 435-4167
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
waterbed Call 753-5455.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School WILL do babysitting in my
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , home, located in city limits.
210
8a.m.-11:30am.
Have references. Call
753-0456.
READ books for pay! $100
Firewood
a title. Call 1-900-847-7878 WILL do house cleaning,
($0.99/min) or write: babysitting and care for A FIREWOOD for sale
PASE-187E, 161 S. Lin- older people. Have own 437-4667
colnway, N. Aurora, II transportation. Call
220
60542.
753-9932.

MEDIA
SPECIALIST,Faculty Resource Center. Twelve-month, staff
position to begin September 1, 1990. Qualifications,
VISA/MASTERCARD
A bachelor's degree in meEasy, fast! No deposit. No
dia production is required;
credit check. Also $5000
preference will be given to
Gold Card Guaranteed!
candidates with a master's
Cash advances! Free info!
REWARD offered for infordegree or equivalent exper1(800)234-6741, anytime
mation leading to the arience Successful candiDENTAL
assistant
needed
rest conviction, and recovfor: full time position. Imme- dates must be able to deery of boat prop and nut
050
opening. Experience monstrate strong commudiate
stolen horn Crappie Hollow
753-4199
Lost
preferred.
Send resume to: nication and interpersonal
Unit 5 on Monday, July 3
'our 28th year of service
And Found
PO Box 10400 Murray, Ky skills as well as the capacity
Bobby Baker 436-5505
and willingness to work as
FOUND - Husky type dog 42071.
part of a professional team
'4 grown,7 miles out 94E o
BIG Apple Cafe now hiring_ providing support services
Murray Call after 6pm
Must be 21. Dishwashers, to the University commun753-8217
waitresses, and cooks. Call ity. Position involves the
901-247-5798 or apply in provisison of varied media
DEAR DR. GOTT: Last winter, I
DEAR DR. GOTT My wife was diperson.
production and duplication
060
agnosed one year ago with reflex had numerous nosebleeds without
services for faculty memHelp
sympathetic dystrophy in her left arm warning. An ENT specialist couldn't
bers. Primary responsibiliWanted
and on the left side of her face The find a problem. X-rays and a CT scan
ties include: video producsymptoms appeared. immediately af- were negative. Could our wood-burntion (filming, editing, and
ter gallbladder surgery. She's been re- ing fireplace, which runs often, be the DRIVE For More Get More
dubbing),
photographic
culprit?
pain-control
treatment
in
a
ceiving
Miles Get Home Every Two
Apply in person
services (shooting, proDEAR READER: Most nosebleeds Weeks Get More Benefits If
center of a teaching hospital - usualbetween 2-4 p.m.
cessing, and mounting RECEPTIONIST/
are due to thinning, dryness or injury you're good enough to
ly nerve blocks and oral medication
Mon.-Fri.
color slides) and computer Secretary for well estabNothing seems to work. What can you to the delicate lining of the nostrils, drive tractor/trailer over the
graphics production (ex- lished local business Must
septum,
of
the
the
area
especially
in
tell us about this disease that will help
road for M.S. Carriers,
perience with computers is have good typing skills and
us find further treatment or a support which separates the nostrils.
you're good enough to
required.) Additional re- an °Aping personality.
In winter, the dry, cold air will de- drive the best equipment
group that can allow her to live with
sponsibilities include: Send resume to: PO Box
hydrate the nasal lining, causing out there and bring home
•
chronic pain'
maintenance and minor re- 1040B, Murray, Ky. 42071.
DEAR READER: Reflex sympa- cracking and bleeding that may be more money, more often
pair of audiovisual equipSECURITY OFFICER.
thetic dystrophy is an unusual neuro- worsened by home heating with wood. You're good enough to
ment, audio production,
Full-time position available
logical affliction following injury to Also, upper respiratory viral infec- earn up to $45,000 a year
equipment delivery, and
in Murray No experience
bone or soft tissues, marked by pain, tions are more prevalent during the and get more respect from
Ateubleshooting related to
641 _NOr1/1
--necessary. Will _train
sweating and vascular flushing over a winter and can contribute- to bas-ar the company that puWdrfii=media services and use
12th
St.
Group medical insurance
ers
first.
Driver
congestion
recruiter
and
to
nosebleeds.
part of the body.
across the campus.
available. Apply 58 Murray
Murray
Most nosebleeds are easily treated Paula Page will be at the
The cause is believed to be reflex
Screening of applications
Guard Drive, Jackson,
injury to autonomic nerves (those not with direct pressure (pinching the Drury Inn in Paducah, Ky.
will begin August 3 and
under conscious control). RSD may nostrils together) and decongestant on July 20, 1990 from INDIVIDUAL wanted to continue until position is Tenn.(901)668-3122. EOE
progress to shriveling of affected nose sprays, such as Neo-Synephrine. 11:00am to 5.00pm. Call care for 15 month toddler 2 filled. A letter of application, M/F,
onuscles, stiff joints and loss of hair. Cautery (burning the bleeding blood Paula at 502-443-3313 for days per week, and light resume, and the names of SEEKING full-time opBecause the relation between the in- vessel) may be necessary in severe or more information and inter- housekeeping. References three references should be tometric assistant. Experiview or call toll free preferred. Call 436-2848
jury and the pain is often unclear. resistant cases.
submitted to: Ms Marian ence a priority. Send re1-800-231-5209. M S. Car- for interview.
10 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
treatment is difficult.
Posey, Acting Director, Fa- sume to: PO Box 1809
riers Delivering Your FuNerve blocks and analgesics often
LPN
culty
for
part-time
position
Resource Center, Murray, KY. 42071.
ture 3150 Starnes Cove
in physician's office Send Murray State University,
help. but some patients are resistant
Memphis, Tenn 38116
THREE immediate opento most therapy Your wife could be
resume and references to. Lowry Center, 2nd Floor,
ings: Waitress - dishwasher
PETER
Murray,
KY
PO
Box
1040D
42071.
weekly
Murray,
Ky.
(502)
physical
therapy
to
preEARN
up
to
$400
helped by
- and odd-jobs man. Stu762-4415_ EOE/MFVH.
vent weakness and joint contracGOTT, M.D. assembling products at 42071,
dents or senior citizens welhome, no experience, easy
tures), acupuncture or hypnosis. She
come. Please call
By GARY LARSON
work For more info call THE FAR SIDE
should ask the staff at the pain clinic
436-5496 for appointment
1-504-863-6194
Ext
1372
for advice about support groups in
7 days
your community.
WENDY'S of Murray is now
hiring for part-time day
shift. Previous restaurant
experience required. Must
be available, to work beJON() DONT FORGET
AND
IF ONE I5 6002 FIVE
`(OU CAN'T 60 CANOEING
tween 7am-5pm, Sunday`f OUR LIFE JACKET.
5I4OULD BE EVEN BETTER.,
UP-II-OUT A LIFE JACKET
Saturday. Apply in person
any day from 2-4pm
NZ:.
)

For Sale

Home
Furnishings

.

FULL OR PART TIM TRAINING
DOT CERTIFICATION'

ALLIANCE
Fret taurE

LEBANON, TN

I-800-3344203
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING - aluminum cans
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.
CASH for mobile home axles and tires. We will remove. 527-2061.
Portable sign. Call
753-8691 Leave name,
number, price
150
Articles
For Sale
A-1 handicap ramp, meets
all specifications and regulations. Built new March
1990 Treated wood Call
436-2399 or 753-2157.
May be seen at 207 N 16th
Street Will adjust to your
entry heighth
APPLE II+ computer, with
monitor, keyboard, okidata
printer, 2 floppy drives, and
software_ Offers being accepted, 753-6227. Only
serious inquiries, please.
CRAFTSMAN 10hp riding
lawn mower, $225.
759-1293'
FORD lawn tractor, 10hp
Kohler engine, 42 inch
deck. 753-1953 days,
354-8879 after 6pm.
GOLF cart. Gas. New.
Yamaha's best. With
weatherproof storage
cover and new tilt trailer.
Cost $4400. Sell for $3200
Of trade for? Paris Landing_
(901)232-8398.
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock. Snapper
30in blade, $6.99, Snapper
68in. belt, $5.99, Snapper
drive disc, $4.49. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.
Open all day Saturday.
OREGON saw chains.% in
pitch for 16in. bar, $8.99;20
or 21 inch, $1099 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.
Open all day Saturday.
WATER heaters, round
electric, 5 year glass lined
tank, 20ga1., $119.99,30 or
40gal., $129.99, tabletop
50gal., $219.99. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
155
Appliances
18.2cu.ft. UPRIGHT
freezer. 753-4728 after
5pm.
160

Horne
Furnishings
3 MOBILE homes full o
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap' Call
527-0403 and ask for Neal
103 B St Benton Look for
the sign!
5 PIECE wooden LB suite,
$80 489-2298

SUMMER !
gain Home
the HOTTE!
area on r
homes. GiVi
you buy!
South, Par
(901)644-11

Musical
SPENCER flute Good
shape, $100 489-2298
240
Miscellaneous

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

RENT PAN
HOUSE
Which are yr
gian Home
South in Pa
ters into OW!
May we he
Selection ol
STOCK rea
(901)644-11

LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery. For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions. Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
247-7831.
POOL SUPPLIES: From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories.
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available lib shock $1.99, algaecide $7 95, Pace 3in.
tablets 9 6lbs $35.95. CJ's
Pool & Patio, 106N 4th St.
Murray, 759-1911.
WE buy junk batteries
$1.75 per automotive unit.
87 No. Main Benton, Ky.
527-7122.
250
Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
*Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
•Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

at'

SUPER SU
CHER! filizri
ered on you,
air for $142
Only 2 in St
price. Bargi
ter, 641 Sc
(901)644-11

2BR traili
753-9866

2 OR 3 bedi
or unturnish
furniture,
electric, ai
Shady Oak

COME see I
North River
Homes at
Homes, H
Tenn 1-80,

RENT or n
mobile hoi
Cove Recr
lopment no
Recreatio
available to
ers. For infc
after 5:30p,

TRAILER fc
Elemental
759-9980

Our na
want

12x60 MOBILE home 1977
Park Villa. Central heat,
recently re-modeled, extra
dean 345-2784
14x60 2BR, front kitchen,
nice used, window A/C,
$9995. Free delivery.
1-800-533-3568, Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79
Paris, Tenn.
1981 MOBILE home
14x65, good condition,
partly furnished. 435-4298.
1986 PEACH State 14x70
3br, 2 baths, all appliances,
3 ton central h/a, meter
pole, front deck, gutters.
247-6103.
2BR mobile home for saie.
Buy on contract. Call for
info, Dave 527-1987 or
evenings 354-6335
2BR mobile home completely set-up on '4 acre lot
with storage building and
shade trees. 14 miles from
town. Reduced price
$7250. Call after 5pm,
753-9227.

Ar

Now t
toddle
"Qua!,

3BR, 2 full baths, double
wide with one acre lot, in
nice community Must sell,
$18,000 or best offer.
753-6191
CLEAN used mobile home
14x52 All American 2br,
A/C, free delivery $8995
no tax Keith Baker Homes,
Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn
1-800-533-3568
HOT DAYS and HOT DEALS at Bargain Home Center, 641 South in Pans
Largest selection of new
and used homes in the
areal Give us a look before
you book! (901)644-1176.

;ow=

7

IF you're looking for a mobile home and coming to
Paris be sure to shop at
Keith Baker Homes Hwy
79, Paris, Tenn
1-800-533-3568 Free
Delivery!!!
INTEREST PAYMENTS
are tax deductible Are your
rental payments deductible? Bargain Home Center,
641 South in Paris can
show you how to reduce
your monthly housing expense by OWNING your
own home Interested? Call
(901)644-1176 to find out
more

Featui
den wi
locatic
$110,C
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711 Ma

I
,
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Murray Ledger & Times
440

120
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530

510

Heating
And Cooing

Apartments
For Rent

Real
Estate

Used
Care

HOTPOINT 23,000btu airconditioner, high efficiency
model, $500 Can be
reached weekdays
753-5661, ask for Terry or
after 4 30pm 437-4641

1BR apartment ideal for
college student, affordable.
Coleman R E 753-9898.

KY Lake property for sale
Mobile home with large den
over basement, including
24x20 garage, AC, furnished, on 4 lots new Mur
ray, Ky and LBL. Price'
$11,000 Also, 5 lots for
$800 Call 618-797-0721

1983 RENAULT Fuego psi
ob, air, cassette, 62xxx actual miles, $1800, good
condition 436-5590

Mobil/
Hornss For Salo
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Campers

sin

530
Services
Offered

Servkes
Offered

Services
Offsred

IMO

85.

PREOWNED 14x80."
CREAM—PUFF. Bargain
Home Center has acquired
a large shipment of
preowned homes that live
up to our name BARGAINS! Hurry, they won't
last long. Highway 641
South in Paris, Tn.
(901)64401176.

ack
ther

auty
iers
ktari
:col10.

RICES NEVER LOWER
than now at Bargain Home
Center in Paris July is our
summer show and we are
showing out with super low
prices on all 14, 16, 24„ &
28 wides! Give us a call
before you squall over a
bad deal with someone
else (901)644-1176

old
cof>les,
1

arge
old
like
size
55.

300

w34.

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office and
paved pariung 753-9386 or
753-4509
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-9386 or 753-6612
OFFICE space, 300 sq. ft.,
North 12th St. locabon. UtilCall
ities included
753-5842

RENT PAYMENTS PAY
HOUSE PAYMENTS
PRIME office space at 12th
Which we you paying? Bar- and Olive, 1600sf. Call
gian Home Cneter. 641 George at 442-7810.
South in Pans makes renters into owners every day. STORAGE Building.
May we help you? Great 1850sq ft. with a loading
Selection of 16 wides IN dock and a double door
STOCK ready for delivery! Prime location Call
753-8809
(901)644-1176.

fale

SUMMER SIZZLER! Bargain Home Center offers
the HOTTEST deals in the
area on new 16' wide
homes. Give us a try before
you buy! Highway 641
South, Parts, Tennessee
(901)644-1176

cod
8

SUPER SUMMER SKORCHER! New 14x56 delivered on your lot with central
air for $142.00 per month!
Only 2 in stock at this sale
price. Bargain Home Center, 641 South. Parts, Tn.
(901)644-1176

)lecrage
y for
For

OMO

able
Ky.
280
Mobilo
Homes For Real

'rom
supries.
>Lind
vailai_
3in
CJ's
h St.

2BR trailer, no pets .
753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
COME see the Fleetwoods,
North Rivers, arid Franklin
Homes at Keith Baker
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris,
Tenn 1-800-533-3568.

iries
unit
Ky

RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Development near Aurora, Ky
Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For info call 753-2613,
after 5 30pm 753-0840.

with
inrice
Civil
rate
(our
Call

TRAILER for rent near East
Elementary, $200/mo
759-9980

ORS,

320
Apartments
For Rant
1BR apartment low utilities
$155 References required
No pets 753-3949
1BR duplex, unfurnished,
new carpet, no pets. References Lease and deposit.
$250/mo 753-3913
1BR furnished apartment.
Small but dean and nice.
Close to campus, $160/mo.
753-7276
2br apartment for rent,
near downtown 753-4109
3BR,2 bath duplex. Central
heat/air, double carport.
753-7947.
LUXURY 2br apartment in
Westwood Energy efficient. Lease, deposit. No
pets 753-7185
NICE 2 bedroom duplex,
central heat & air, carpet,
washer & dryer hook-up.
Northwood No pets $325
plus deposit. Call
753-1953, days, 753-0870,
nights.
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, deck, satellite No
pets. References. Lease,
$360imo 753-7457.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753-6111,
after 4.30pm, 753-0606

Our names are Becky & Stacy and we
want you to know our twin dads are

1977
*at,
ixtra
hen,
A/C,
ery.
eith
79

)me

;ion,
298

"SIGN UP NOW"

lx 70
CAS,
toter

•

ters

for back to school
enrollment at the

APPLE
TREE SCHOOL
1503 Stadium View Dr.

;ale
1 for
' or

Phone 753-9356
Now taking applications for 12 month old
toddlers through school age children.
"Quality child care at reasonable rates."

AM-

e lot
and
from
rice
pm,

PROFESSIONAL person
desires to sub-lease beautifully decorated 2BR apartment, $500/mo Furnished,
references required
753-2208, 753-2695

3 BEDROOM House, appliances furnished, gas
heat $320/mo plus deposit 753-9981
3BR house available August 1 Call 753-8668
CUTEST little old 2 bedroom house wound Tons
of storage in full basement
and attic Gas Discounted
rent $350 753-8734
NICE 2BR, stove and refrigerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray. No pets References and deposit
492-8594.
VACANT large brick house
with basement, gas heat,
504 N 5th, $325/mo Also
apartment for rent. Vacant,
nice and clean, $165/mo
No pets 753-5292.
370
Livestock
& Supplies

RETIREES - 1st time buyers - owner financing, Panorama Shores, well kept
2br, 2 bath, den with fireplace, central gas heat,
double carport, washer/
dryer, and air conditioners
included, mid twenties
436-2755.
440

Lots
For Salo
3 LOTS together, located in
East Y subdivision on
Westside Drive. Call or see
Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.
460
Hornes
For Sale
2BR, bath, eat in kitchen
large LR, utility room, big
storage room, 2 car attached garage, gas heat.
Vinyl siding, central H/A,
auto attic exhaust fan,
storms, on 1 acre lot. Good
well, young fruit trees, good
root. Hwy. 121N4 miles out
of city. Call 753-3139 after
3.30pm.

trots fleas in the home without
PESTICIDES Results ove,
qight

CALLOWAY SERVICE
SOUTHERN STATES
8 WEEK old kittens, litter
trained, mother and father
are good mice catchers
354-9131

5

DMA
2bir,

Carefree, Luxurious Living

1995
nes,
inn

North Park Condominiums

• (behind Cateshorough

759-4561 or 753-3293!

DE
en
arts
new
the
fore
176

S/D)

Tables, chairs,
glassware, dishes,
clothing, drum,
lamp, & misc.

1005 Southwood Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071
2 Units Still Available.
For Appointment Phone

430
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
743-1222, toll free
1 -100-251 -HOME Ext
711L
5

TO
; to

) at
n
ree
J TS
four

Professional
Office

OUTSTANDING
CANTERBURY HOME
2 B, formal dining,
/
Features 4 BR, 21
den with fireplace. Great quality,size &
location. Call the Home Team.

iter,
can
UOG
GX-

rour
Call
out

For Sale or Lease
High traffic corner location on 12th St. (Hwy
641). Good term.
Call

$110,000

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

753-1222

faa

1984 GRAND Marquis
good shape, $3850
489-2298
1984 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Ciera 4 door, all power
and air, excellent condition.
$3900 OBO Must sell Call
474-2266
1985 FORD Escort
4-speed, 2 door hatchback.
Sharp Call 753-7492,
759-1518
1986 FORD- Eicort, 4
speed, $2800 OBO
753-4339

AIRSTREAM travel trailers
34tt side bath, 31ft rear
bath, will sell either Also
used bicycie rack, car top
carriers, mopad carrier,
front bumper type, awning
center rafter, trailer hitches,
sway controls, and other
used RV stuff. Charles Co-chran, 753-0114.
LEER aluminum topper, fits
long wheel base truck,
$300 Can be reached
weekdays at 753-5661, ask
for Terry or after 4:30pm
437-4641
520
Boats
& Wont
14ft. JON boat and trailer,
18hp Evinrude, $850
753-4545, 753-6763

1987 SUBARU DL wagon,
auto, A/C, FW drive, one
owner, 22,xxx miles, showroom condition, very reasonable. 753-8686.

1976 HYDRASPORT bass
boat, 18ft. with 1983 140hp
Suzuki, 2 L.C.R. graph,
12-24 41Ib thrust, 599m,
Minkota trolling motor. Excellent condition, $3750
474-2796.

1988 CHRYSLER LeBaron, A/C, cruise, pb/ps,
35,000 miles, $8200 or negotiable. 753-7913,
recording

1987 90hp TNT. Mariner
on 1980 15ft. Bomber and
Classic drive on trailer,
$5200. 753-1951 or
753-4937.
1988 CREST III pontoon
boat 29ft with 100hp Johnson and trailer Call
474-2744

Used
Trucks
1979 CHEVY black pickup,
LWB, stereo, power, air,
raised white letter Wes, extra sharp, 79xxx, $3950.
489-2440
1985 DODGE 1 ton pickup,
360 4-speed, no dents, no
rust, runs good $2800 firm
753-7161

Hardbody,
3BR brick home in Duke- 1987 NISSAN
new tires, fiberglas camper,
dom, Ky side 3 acres with
negotiable.
24x24 shop, concrete floor, $5300,
wired for 220. all ap- 435-4314.
pliances stay, community 1988 CHEVY Tahoe S10
water. $28,500 for quick Blazer, red, 4-wheel drive,
sale Call 1-502-468-5469. $10,700. 759-4100.

3 bedroom, 3 year, 2 acres
6 miles West of Murray.
AKC Registered Dalmation Country wood work, firppuppies, AKC Registered lace, porches, $47,500
OBO. Consider trade with
Schnauzer puppies
901-352-2416 nights, small farm 489-2303.
901-986-3693 days
HOME INSPECTION
MINIATURE African Pet CONSULTANTS - ProfesPigs Resemble farm pigs, sional pre-purchase home
air shipment Posh Pigs inspections for the inbuyer.
formed
217-593-6398
502-898-8661.
RAT Terrier puppies, 6
weeks old, fernales $25, NEW double -wide
$16,995. Keith Baker
males $30 753-2293.
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris,
YELLOW Lab 7 months Tenn. 1-800-533-3568.
old, female, good natured,
NEW ON THE MARKET!
excellent background
landscaped one
Beautifully
Shots/papers, $150
year old brick home in Mar759-4884, 753-3682
tin Heights Subdivision.
Three bedrooms, two
4no
baths, family room, dining
room, and large eat-in
Produce
kitchen. Shown by appointment 753-4236.
FINE Futrell sweet corn
Call to reserve yours. Yel
NICE family home, Plainlow ready Ju!y 21, silve
view Dr. 4br, 2'h bath, FR,
queen August 1 753-8848 LR, DR, eat-in kitchen, firebefore 8:30pm
place, deck, double garage, fenced yard, mature
U-PICK BLACKBERRIES 3 acres of large domestic trees. $99,400. 759-4697.
$1 per quart. Hours.
OWNER Financing 4 bed7am-7pm Mon-Sat. Loroom, 2 bath home 1 blk
cated on Johnny Robertson
from MSU Double lot, gas
Rd. next to Westside Vet
heat, $59,900 753-5703
Clinic
WE have over 30 homes
that are unlocked everyday
for you're shopping convePublic
nience. 14-16-24-28'
Sala
wides Fleetwood, North
MOVING Sale - LR suite, River, Franklin. Keith Baker
large over-stuffed country Homes Hwy 79, Paris,
style, tan with brown trim Tenn 1-800-533-3568
$200, white French Provincial BR suite $185, DR 'WE will not be undersold'
table and 4 chairs, dark see Bill. Jim, J.R
pine $175. 474-2796, after 14'-16-24' & 28' wide mobile homes. New and used,
530pm.
Fleetwood 01, North River
Franklin
1-800-533-3568 Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79,
Paris, Tenn

Wed. & Thurs.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
2016 Carol Dr.

•

1984 CUTLASS Supreme
2 door coupe with t-tops,
$3200 759-1927

500

2BR brick home, attached
WESTERN saddle asking
acres, 94West
$100; English saddle ask- garage, 1.5
mile from city limits,
ing $75. 753-4545, '4
$47,000. Shown by ap753-6763
pointment 753-7743 or
753-3992.
380
Pets
3BR, 2 bath, brick ranch.
Supplies
Formal living and dining,
den with fireplace, privacy
fence, deck, double garHAPPY JACK
age, low utilities $80'5.
FLEA CARD
Al, metal patented dwvice con
753-5703.

GARAGE SALE

;

utile
t, in
sell,
!ler.

1984 CIMMARON Cadillac, loaded, 64xxx, asking
753-4545,
$3650
753-6763

1970 MOTOR home good
condition After 5pm,
753-0410

1988 CHEVY Suburban
'A ton Silverado, towing
package, fully loaded with
seats.
bucket
502-354-6568 or 354-8833
evenings
1988 GMC Sierra, extra
sharp, 48xxx, asking
$11,300. 753-4545,
753-6763

321t. PONTOON boat custom made seats, newly redone. Burgundy, gray and
white, Chrysler engine
OBO
$6 500
812-853-9193
39ft. HOUSE boat LR,
galley/kitchen, BR and
bath, air conditioner. 140hp
IN/Outboard, sleeps 6. Excellent condition. A great
boat at a good price,
$14,500. Moored at Cypress Springs Resort slip
*C-8. 753-6487 or
753-2183.
BASS boat astro glas 200
Yamaha extra nice Must
sell! 1-522-0121
PONTOON boat slips for
rent. Also, pontoon boats
for rent. For more information call, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221
530

Services
1990 BRONCO, Eddie
Offered
Bauer edition, loaded,
A-1
Service and
TREE
Call
$17,800
12xxx miles,
Stump Removal. Spraying
759-9963 after 6pm.
and feeding. Also free estiBLUE 1987 Toyota truck mates. 35 years experiauto, a/c, AM/FM digital ence. Glen Joiner owner
radio, good condition. For 753-0906.
more information call
ABLE Construction Co.
437-4890
Building Contractors Residential arid commercial resin
novation, trim/framing carpentry. also basements.
Campers
436-5598
1976 30ft. COBRA trave
trailer, self-contained, like AC repair, window units our
new, $6100. 753-1951 or specialty Free estimate
436-2904
753-4937.

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
225 N. 2nd St.

759-1999

.24 Hour Answering Service.
'Free Pick-Up & Delivery.
'We Service Any Types.

1979 CUTLASS Calais
AM/FM radio, air, psipb,
new tires, good condition_
Call after 6pm, 759-4734.
1980 MAZDA RX7, red,
sunroof, AC. stereo. $2495
1500 Canterbury,
753-9710
1980 PORSCHE 924
Turbo, red. after 5pm,
247-9429 $7500
1981 GRAND Prix, 1981
Honda 900 motorcycle
Both loaded and need
small repairs $650 each
OBO Must sell' Call
437 4875
1982 SAAB 900 Turbo
5-speed, air. sunroof,
$4,500 753-6149, ask for
Greg
1983 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme, V6, automafic, air, nice 753-1953
days. 354-8879, after 6pm

are looking for a nice starter home or
retirement home, this 2 bedroom, 1 bath brick
ranch in a nice, quiet neighborhood awaits your
viewing. Priced in mid 30's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

•-•••••111T.W.
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

SHEETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisrnan, 436-2811

Septic
Tank
Cleaning

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Doors & Windows

753-9224

1

4
4

Anvil White Roofs
sif5p5 & Anchoring
Metal Steps
Treated Decks & Porches
lAtuce or Banisters

STEWART'S Upholstery
Vinyl & H-Rok Skirting
BACKHOE Service - ROY over 4000 different types of
HILL. Junior Thorn. opera- material Custom boat coy
Complete Parts catalog
tor 30 years experience ers Free pickup and delivMiller Central Air
Septic system, drive-ways. ery Estimates 436-5236
Floors & Bottoms
hauling, foundations, etc
Repaired
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
759-4664
Wuidow Awnings St
Removal Insured with full
Door Canopys
BLOCK & brick & concrete line of equipment including,
Phone
limping. Driveways, por- 60ft aerial trucks and brush
(502) 492-8488
ches, new foundations, and chipper To assure a safer
Hwy. 641 S.
chimney and repair work operation at a lower comHazel
753-5476.
petitive cost Free estiPrices
Best
BOGARD Paving - parking mates without obligation
* Quality Results *
rite.
or
Day
753-5484
lots, driveways sealing,
striping 20 years experi- VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
WILL do plumbing and light
ence For free estimate call Service Center, cleaning435-4169
759-9213 or 753-9552
servicing $15 most repairs hauling
$35
brands
all
Street,
3rd
WILL landscape BushhogBUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5, ging Free estimate
436-5430
barns, portable buildings, Mon -Fri., 753-0530
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L.E. Wilhams 489-2663
ERRYS
CAMP Septic Tank Cleaning 753-9224
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

Aa

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Typos Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by I seis our showroom

DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service. Does your
lawn need mowing7 Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759 9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, rooting, tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HANDYMAN - Painting,
plumbing, electrical, carpentry, etc. 24 hour
emergency service. All
work fully guaranteed Very
reasonable rates
436-2749
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sews
753-2310 for free estimate
KENNEY Travis Trucking:
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white rock Call 759-1039
after 4pm.

WE do yard work, mowing
and sealing driveways
753-8908
PAINTING, interior arid exterior Free estimates References Tremon Farris
759-1987
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

GUN SHOW)
JULY 14 & 15
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
9:00 til 5:00

clitcutwe-Srui.
PADUCAH, KY.
FEATURING: Kentucky's Top Gun Traders:
'BOB LECKRONES KY. GUN CO.
'DEAN'S GUNS 'JACK EVANS
'.8.0B TERRY OF DIAMONDBACK FIREARMS
'BILL CLARK •&MANY MORE
STARRING: ROGER DORSETT
& HIS NATIONALLY FAMOUS
RUGER DISPLAY & CHIEF A.J.
WORLD RECORD HOLDER FOR
SHOOTING AIRELL. TARGETS.
Buy — Sell — Trade

24hr
PLUMBING
emergency service Water
and sewer hnes free estimates reasonable rates
Mohey back guarantee
753-4200
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
R B MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
speaalty Over 30 years
experience 753 1537,
753-1221
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
ROOFING, carpentry, and
home improvements
345-2784
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036

'Western Ky's Largest Show'
ADMISSION: $2.00

' '5
-

CAMP

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.

SHANE'S Quality Painting
and Wallpapering Service
Free estimates reasonable
prices 753-8455

New three bedroom, two bath on 1.arge 1..
Appliances, ceiling fans, family room and garag•
Central heat & air. $64,900.00.

ROBERTS REALTY
753-1651

414 S. 12th St.

Garrison Motor Sales
SPECIAL
11%) 641 N. & Dingtod Dr. Nlurra) 753-6000

1988 Mercury Grand Marquis
4 door, loaded with equipment.

$7950
1988 Pontiac Bonneville SE
4 door, with all the extras.

$8950
1989 Olds Cutlass Ciera
4 door, lots of extras.

$7950
1988 Toyota Corolla SX
2 door, Tiower steering, auto, trans., and air.

$5950

HOUSE FOR SALE

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

Used
Cars

1977 CAMARO 247-2160

#11=1111111MINIIIIIIIIN

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

490

1968 PLYMOUTH Fury,
many new parts, runs excellent, $625 OBO
753-7966

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free as
timates B & B Construction 436-5263

T
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Price Reduced!!
Owner Willrade. Beaut;f:,13 bedroom 2 bat bnckin wonderful
neighborhood, 3 years old. Features family room with fireplace
and eat-in kitchen, as well as formal dining and living room
Interior decorator drapes and blinds througnout, 2 car garage
with opener, professional landscaping, deck, and storage
building True Quality prevails inside and out Ready to move
a.e possecson. Call nefore you buyl
a-c

Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

•
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Red Cross care

Good DWAIN TAYLOR
Neighbor
CHEVROLET
Chevy
Ge , Inc.
Stars
South 12th Street

Murray, Ky. (502)753-2617
iAir,'" • owed!.•
•

1988 Chevy Cargo Van
Blue - #42535

$211

1987 Chry. Lebaron
4 Dr., Gray - #55281

mo

$13,900 60 rnos @ 13.99% A.P.R.

1988 Ford Tempo
4 Dr., Gray - #49468

1989 Chev. Cors
4 Dr., White - #992

$162.

$211

$6.930 60 mos.. 1319% A.P P.

MO.
13 39', A PR

$3,900 60 mos.

MB ad CUMIS Cala SL
Red, 4 Dr. - #40605

196.

BRINDISI,ITALY, A Red Cross nurse carries in her arms a sleeping
Albanian child that arrived in this port on Friday when ferries
chartered by Italy, West Germany and France ferried out of Albania
some 4,500 people who had jammed Western Embassies in Tirana,
Albania, in the past few days.

$7,900 60 mos @ 13 99% A P R

Senior CPO Bruce Wolfe graduates
from Navy Senior Enlisted Academy
resources, Navy topics and physical readiness.
Wolfe also heard from expert
speakers from various fields which
provided him with insight on contemporary issues, such as, defense
economics, stress management and
international relations.
A 1978 graduate of Chaminade
University, Honolulu, Hawaii, with
a Bachelor of Arts degree, and a
1979 graduate of Pepperdine University, Malibu, Calif., with a Master of Arts degree, he joined the
Navy in July 1971.

TOBACCO INSURANCE
—Reduced Rates—
'Special Discounts For Large Producers
"Call Us For A Quote Today

Tony Boyd

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
302 N. 12th

753-5842

MM=MITIIIIMIT111111111

Navy Senior Chief Petty Officer
Bruce D. Wolfe, whose wife, Glenda, is the daughter of Lillie Pace of
Murray, recently graduated from
the Senior Enlisted Academy at the
Naval Education and Training Center, Newport, RI.
While attending the nine-week
course Wolfe was able to prepare
for future leadership and management responsibilities in the Navy.
His studies included leadership
and management techniques, communication skills, national security
affairs, management of Navy

as,A1

1989 Dodge Dynasty
4 Dr., White - #02139

1986 Toy. Cellca
2 Dr., Blue - #01297

$233.

$196.

59.800 60 mos @ 13 99% A P

97,900 60 mos. @ 13.99% A.P.R.

1987 Dodge Daytona
2 Dr , Red - #95983

1989 Chev. Beretta
Red - #95179

$211

211

MO.
$8,900 60 mos. @ 13.99% APR.

38.900 60 mos 11 13.99% A.P R.

111NPIIMP.- AM.

1988 Chev. !roc
White - #40936

1989
Blue - #07296

ft

$333.

$13,900 60 mos. @ 13.99% A.P.R.

-

"...a,'

-.02=1:11

1989 Mssgn Sentra
Gold

$196 mo.
$7,900 60 mos. @ 13.99% A.P.R.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Ow: Mon-Fri 7.5 Sat 8-12

•

Visa-MC-Discover

.7.___...

1985 Chev. Cavalier
2 Dr., Gray - #22045

107

MO
$3,900 48 rnos. @ 15.99% A.P.R.

Es
Sae
31

7 24 90

1989 Ford Escort
Gray • #59522

138.
85,900 60 mos.@ 13.99% A.P.R

1989 POnt. Lemans
4 Dr., Blue - #53734

211.
$9.900 60 mos. @ 13.99% APP

aro

1987 Jeep Cherokee
4 Dr., Blue - #10838

19.6 Nick EiSabre Wagon
Brown.- #03869

$211.

$162.

WACO 60

MOS.
•13.99%

A.? R

1989 Pont. Grand AM
Blue - #92980

233.

89.800 60 moss 13.99% A.P.R.

$6 9X 60 mos

1989 Ford Pickup XLT
Tan & Brown - #01759

1990
4x4, Red - #80330 —

$358

MO.

.p '399', A P R

1989 Ford 11111kup XLT
Red & White - #59769

260m.

$300 Down • Tax 8 License With Approved Credit

Mailbox Posts .

CARS — TRUCKS — VANS
ALL ON SALE -)iGumGini
ral]
Pads

FINANCING AVAILABLE

